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An
Empty Podium
Awaits
Trustees Decide to
End Commencement Hassles
By Eliminating Speaker
honorary degree. The system has not
by Blaine Townsend
always been flawless.
The University of San Diego Trustees
In 1981 President Ronald Reagan was
Cabinet, following a trend set by many
invited to speak at the commencement
universities, has officially eliminated a
designated Commencement speaker. This
here at USD. The President did not refuse
move, initiated last year, will be coupled
the offer and only an assasination attempt
by the separation of the graduate and
deterred him from speaking. The Univer
undergraduate ceremonies to create a sity was then given a choice of almost any
shorter and more personal graduation cabinet member. It picked Casper
ceremony.
Wienberger, Secretary of Defense in
Ronald Reagan's cabinet. A choice that
i he decisions to make these changes
several people, including twenty-five facul
took nearly a year. "What we ended up
with," says Doctor William Pickett, vice
ty members, did not think should ex
emplify the ideals and values of the
president of university relations, "was
University.
three Commencement ceremonies. The
law school commencement, which we've
One who did not think Weinberger
had right from the very beginning; an
should speak was Dr. Gilbert Oddo, a
undergraduate commencement; and a
political science professor and head of the
non-law graduate commencement." There
USD in Guadalajara program. "Several of
were several reasons for making the
us on campus were upset with Weinberger
changes, but Dr. Pickett, a member of the
as the commencement speaker because we
cabinet, said, "Basically the changes had
associated him with military buikbups,
to do with the length of the ceremonies
and weaponry, and intensifying the cold
and the fact that the graduate student sort
war, offering purely military solutions to
of got lost in the shuffle."
the problems going on around the world."
He indicated that as the University is
Dr. Oddo, with some of the faculty and
awarding more Doctoral degrees, a
students, organized a small protest and
ceremony should be provided to make a
wore white arm bands during the cere
"big deal" about Doctoral degrees. Dr.
mony. Dr. Oddo said the purpose was to
Pickett also said, "There was some con
register a small symbolic protest on
cern about the length of the
Weinberger being speaker at a "University
undergraduate commencement. At the
which prides itself on being dedicated to
same time," he added," we wanted to con
peace and justice." If peace and justice is
tinue to call each student's name."
the University's position, in theory it
Dr. Pickett added that another problem
should also be the position of the speaker.
in keeping the old ceremony intact were
the problems in getting a commencement
Dr. Pickett said that when "You give some
speaker, and controlling the length of one an honorary degree you are saying
their speeches when one was chosen. the person has exhibited the values that
"Sometimes," he said, "they feel they have are important to the University and to the
to make more of it than is necessary."
academic community." And, he explains,
In any case, the Commencement "Because of the nature of the academic
speaker has been eliminated, although the freedom and the academic community
awarding of honorary degrees, which the (they) could recognize (Weinberger) as so
commencement speakers did receive, has meone who has taken a position that
not. At each of the three ceremonies segments of the community disagree with.
honorary degrees will be awarded, with Even though Weinberger is distinguished,
the recipient able to say a few words of ac being the former head of Health, Educa
ceptance. The degrees will be awarded to tion, and Welfare as well as serving in
individuals which, as Dr. Pickett stated, State government, "People would disagree
"represent the ideals and values of the with him because they disagreed with the
University." This same criterion was used policies of the administration. A good ex
for choosing the Commencement speaker ample," says Dr. Pickett, "was 1984." In
in the past and in awarding him or her an the morning ceremonies the conservatives

were upset with the Law speaker's stand
on abortion. In the afternoon the liberals
were opposed to Pete Wilson because of
his stance on military policies.
"However, our main concern with the
disagreements," says Pickett, "is that they
don't tarnish and ruin the graduation ex
perience for the graduates and their
families." He added that "They may or
may not agree with that (the issues) but
they're there to see their son or daughter
graduate."

"In 1981 when Weinberger was here,
there was a disruption: a guy came across
the field holding a baby. . . we had people
walking up and down Linda Vista," he
said. The faculty expression has never
been (a problem)." In 1981, instead of hav
ing the traditional picture of the gradua
tion, the Union showed a picture of a man
holding a babv beine draeeed of bv securi
ty guards. "And that," Says Pickett,
"Could ruin the experience." There is lit
tle chance of that happening this year.
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Seven Peoples' Cause
Letters to
the Editor

<

Kj

Enough Shuttle Hype
Dear Editor:
For the past week Ihave heard nothing
but shuttle this and shuttle that. True,
this certainly was an unexpected tragedy,
one that many people were unfortunate
enough to witness. I, myself, was shocked
at the loss. But why the continued fuss? I
suppose my evident irritation to this inci
dent began with President Reagan "kick
ing off" the official period of mourning. All
of the flags across the country fell to half
mast. Why, I even went into a tailoring
shop where an employee had taken one of
those small 12" parade waving flags and
had restapled Old Glory at half of its tiny
mast. Seven people had died! A horrible
feeling came over me! Had we, the
American public, actually forgotten about
the loss of 248 home bound soldiers
aboard that chartered airline just over a
month and a half ago? Did we cry and
mourn for those soldiers bearing
Christmas gifts like we are for those seven
individuals? I think not, and I'm appalled.
What about all of the innocent persons
struck down by drunk drivers every
month? Why the fuss about the seven peo

ple who took a gamble and lost, when we
hear of people dying every day who never
even took that life-threatening risk.
You see, I think the thing that shocked
me the most about this tragedy was that
the entire shuttle program represented, to
me, something other than just flying into
space. It offered to us a national program
that could replace the other newsworthy
government programs, many of them
dealing with backing some third world na
tion, or their rebels, with foreign aid.
Also, it offered us an alternative, some
thing to smile at and fantasize about, such
as the limits of its capabilities, instead of
having to watch us get into hot water with
our Middle East policies and affairs. But
why make such a big deal about 7 people
losing their lives. I'm sorry if I sound likeI
don't care for other human lives, I do.
Senator John Glenn, a former astronaut,
said it best shortly after the accident, "We
couldn't escape this day forever, it was
bound to happen, but now it is time to go
on!"
Phil Roos
Junior, Biology

Business Brotherhood
Defended
Dear Editor:
In response to the letter entitled,
"This is a Business Fraternity?" by
Thomas Ventimiglia, I must say that
I'm sorry he feels the way he does.
However, Mr. Ventimiglia's perspec
tive is clouded in bad feelings, so a dif
ferent viewpoint is necessary.
First of all, it is common knowledge
that fraternities engage in social acti
vities and that they also have tradi
tions and rituals. The pledge book
was and probably always will be a
vital tool in pledgeship, since it pro
vides the pledge the means of learning
fraternity history and meeting each
and every active on a one to one
basis. The emphasis of the book is not
on "doodles and scribbles", as Mr.
Ventimiglia insultingly implies. Tom's
hostility arose because he failed to
complete his book, along with other
obligations, which led to his dismissal
from pledgeship. The evaluation was
strictly objective.
Furthermore, our fraternity has
always engaged in professional activi

ties and research in the business field.
These are requirements imposed upon
us by the National Headquarters,
since we are a business fraternity. We
successfully complied with them, but
apparently Mr. Ventimiglia had his
eyes closed.
In closing, I would like to add that
the activities that Tom ridiculed are
ones that distinguish us from a
business'club. If we never had social
events or other related activities, we
would never have the opportunity to
develop our brotherhood.
Alpha Kappa Psi has made substan
tial progress on our campus in recent
years, and we are proud of what we
have accomplished. We have set high
goals for ourselves and we know we
will accomplish them. We hope to
avoid becoming the victims of "sour
grapes" in the future. Is that what you
call professional, Mr. Ventimiglia?
Sincerely,
Bijan Bijarchi
VP Membership, Fall 1985
Alpha Kappa Psi

Dear Editor:
I would like to reply to some of the questions and proposals that Mark Combs raised in
his column last week entitled "You Just Can't Eat A Space Shuttle.' In doing soI would
like to answer some of his questions and shed a little light of reality on some of his
solutions.
One of the first questions in his column amounted to: Why are we spending billions of
dollars on a Space Shuttle to investigate theories in space, rather than investing that
same money curing a real problem on earth: hunger? Following the logic of that argu
ment as best I can, I must ask: Why are we spending thousands of dollars a year to at
tend USD rather than sending that money to Africa? The answer, of course, is that we
use USD to learn and to enrich our minds. Correct me if I'm wrong, but isn't the Space
Shuttle also a tool of higher learning, albeit a less direct means of learning.
Of course it's always easier to say that the government should reallocate funds to
charities. You might call it letting the government do your giving for you.
Mark Comb's proposals for the reallocation of Space Program funds was only one
aspect of his column that bothered me. Another was his proposal to create a kind of
"brotherhood of man in space," if you will. Specifically, he proposed joint SovietAmerican space missions and cooperation between American and Soviet scientists. On
paper these proposals sound just dandy, but words on paper are blind to unpleasant
realities.
Sure it would be nice if Russian and American scientists could constructively pool
their knowledge. But the reality of the situation is that Russian scientists are rarely
allowed free dialogue with their Western counterparts. In fact, many of the greatest
Soviet minds (i.e. Andrei Sakharov and gang) are more concerned with the violations of
their countrymen's rights and the misuse of their own research than with pooling their
knowledge with the West. Perhaps they would be more willing to do so after their defec
tion or release.
But, now, for the sake of covering all the bases, let's ignore the proposal for scientific
cooperation and skip to his proposed joint mission of American and Soviet astronauts.
I can see it now. Russian and American astronauts/cosmonauts being launched
skyward in a Space Shuttle with the American and Soviet flags side by side on the
fuselage. Then, once in orbit, they could shake hands and make a screwdriver using
American Tang and Russian vodka. However,I doubt if the joy of the occasion would
so overwhelm the Politburo as to make them tear down the Berlin Wall; remove their
troops from Afghanistan and remove their Cubans from Africa. Unfortunately reality
stands in the way of many such dreams.

Animal Bill
Misleading
Dear Editor:
In response to the Letter to the Editor
dated Feb. 6, Charlene Drennon unfortu
nately reveals a common ignorance in her
support of the Senate Bill to give "Califor
nia State Humane Officers the power to
enter and inspect research facilities..."
Let me explain something to you all.
There is nothing humane about animal
research. The objective is not to cure but
to intentionally inflict a healthy animal
with trauma or disease. Laws and regula
tions have always existed in the past but
they can never be enforced. In effect, they
serve only to protect the vivisectors rather
than the animals. And what do sanitary
conditions have to do with scientific fraud
anyway? Animal research is a fraud. It is
perpetuated by greed, corruption and
stupidity. I challenge any individual to
bring forth one single case of an animal
experiment that has been irrefutably
useful for man in the entire history of
medicine. Now, I on the other hand, can
point out endless tragedies (Thalidomide,
Stilboestrol, etc.) and misleading informa
tion that have resulted.
Abolitionists know that animal research
is retarding medical progress and destroy
ing human lives. Furthermore, the only
way to "control" animal experimentation
is to abolish it, and not on ethical grounds
but on scientific grounds. The facts and
statistics to bury animal research forever
exist for those who want to get involved.
But it takes "radical" people to change the
course of history...
Sincerely,
Dawn Leiter

Continued on page 6
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A Modest Proposal toU.S* Legal System
You don't have to live in San Diego, although it helps, to know that there are
serious problems in our legal system. The institution which was designed to
redress wrongs is more accurately becoming one where injuries are inflicted. If we
are to maintain any semblance of justice it is time to reform our entire
legal system.

My Side of the Coin
by Mark Combs
The following reforms were first publicized by Gordon Crovitz, a third year law
student at Yale as well as a former Oxford Rhodes Scholar. These reforms would
not be easy to accomplish, but I feel they would go far in correctiang the current
injustices of our legal system. It is possible they might also restore public con
fidence in our judicial system.
1. Force the losing party to pay the legal and court fees of the winning party.
Under our current system both sides pay their own lawyers. But why should the
winning party have to pay legal fees for vindicating their rights? Forcing the legal
and court fees on the losing parties would also lower the number of cases brought
to court. This change would also benefit poor people, who if successful would
avoid prohibitive fees. In addition innocent parties would be less likely to settle
out of court in order to avoid mounting legal costs.

Speaking of Graduation

It could be just about anybody—Orville Reddenbacher, Arian Collins, Bob and
Doug McKenzie, Bob Elledge, Barney Rubble, Mickey Mouse, even Jerry Falwell. I
just want a commencement speaker.
But noooooo. I can't get a commencement speaker because it takes too much
time in the ceremony or the speaker might offend someone. Or, God forbid, the
person might just make us (gasp) think.
The Board of Trustees last year decided that, effective in May 1986, the gradua
tion ceremony would be better off without a commencement speaker for moneysaving time-saving and controversy-saving reasons.
Well, it just so happens that my graduation date also is effective in May, 1986.
It's something that, well, I guess you could say I've been waiting all my life for. My
image of that day included some person standing up and telling me what I'm
about to get myself into with this real world stuff.
And if I did not agree with what the person was saying, I still would learn
something about the real world: not everyone around here totally agrees with my
personal beliefs.
The Board of Trustees has basically avoided something like that happening by
eliminating the speaker altogether. Naturally, the main criterion for choosing
commencement speakers in the past was his or her point of view and how much it
coincided with USD's ideals. But not everybody agreed that, in 1981, the
Secretary of Defense was an appropriate choice in that sense.
The Board also wanted to save time in the ceremony so that all names could be
called. Granted, the kind of orators that grace university podiums in late May
usually use too many words and take a long spoken road to drive a short philoso
phical course into the ground and, presumably, into the heads with the funny
square hats on. But didn't we go to college partly to become able to decipher drib
ble like that.
As far as time in the ceremony goes, I'm prepared to soak it all in. I've been go
ing to school for sixteen years—a couple more hours of boring lecture will not mat
ter that much.
"1 he Board most assuredly acted with the intent of improving the ceremony tor
all graduating students, including the Graduate students and Law Graduates.
Time, money and controversy will all be saved.
I bet the Board of Trustees had commencement speakers at their graduation
ceremonies.
John Schlegel
VISTA Editor

The Opinion Page is comprised of the opinions of concerned students
and faculty of the University of San Diego. They do not necessarily
represent the views of the staff and editors of the Vista.
Those interested in submitting to the Student/Faculty Opinion Page
must turn in to the Vista office written articles by 5 p.m. Friday, the
week before publication.
The Editorial Commentary each issue is the expressed written ideas
a n d s u g g e s t i o n s o f t h e editorial b o a r d o f t h e V i s t a .

2. Impose user fees on lawsuits. Many of the cases which go on today involve
civil suits between private parties, for which the public picks up the bill. There are
currently nominal user fees in all of the states, but these come far short of paying
the $1 billion annually it takes to run our Federal court system.
3. Outlaw contingency fees. It is difficult to get through an hour of television
without a lawyer telling you what your legal rights are and offering to defend you
for a mere share of your winnings. One lawyer is good enough to tell you that you
may have injuries from a recent accident even if you can't feel them. These con
tingency fees, which run up to 40%, are outlawed in the rest of the world as con
trary to public interest.
Contingency fees change the focus of the law from the individual to the in
dividual and his lawyer, since each side has almost as much to gain. In addition
lawyers often take cases which would be settled out of court, in search of large
damage awards. Because clients pay nothing if they lose, lawyers can persuade
people to sue who had no intention of doing so. This serves to tie up the
legal system.
4. Abolish punitive damages except in cases of intentional damages. Punative
damages were originally reserved for victims of acts like assault and battery, but
now everybody is seeking them. The effects of this can be seen in the medical field,
where doctors run often unneccessary and expensive tests to protect themselves
from multi-million dollar malpractice suits. These costs, accompanied with those
of malpractice insurance, are passed on to a public which can hardly afford to
get sick.
These reforms would go a long way toward correcting the injustices which
plague our legal system. They would result in a lower tax burden for the public at
large, as well as making our courts a place where justice is served, not where for
tunes are won or lost.

The Businessman's God
by Peter S. Andrade
Throughout history, there have been
many abuses of the power and influence of
religion. One of these abuses has been the
use of religion as a legitimation of power
and wealth. For example, the royal
families of France and England were
crowned by the religious leaders of their
respective countries. Thereby presenting
the notion that their power was bestowed
on them by God and the church. Further
more, the Holy Wars of the Middle Ages
were undertaken in the name of God and
Christianity. "For the love of God", was
their reason for fighting and attempting to
take the Holy Land. The conquest and
forced conversion to Christianity of the
American and Mexican Indians was also
done in the name of the Almighty.
During the 19th century, the accumula
tion of power and wealth in America was
legitimated by what has come to be
known as the "Protestant work ethic", i.e.,
if one is upright morally and works hard,
then God will bestow His blessings upon
him. This notion finds its roots in the
teachings of John Calvin and the doctrine
of predestination. Calvin claimed that a
select few were chosen by God to enter in
to his Kingdom. He also claimed that it
was impossible to know who was chosen
and who was not. On the other hand, it
was possible to get a clue to who was
chosen by observing the actions of people
in this world. Those that were upright
citizens, successful and were "blessed" by
God with wealth and power were obvious
ly part of the chosen. From this notion
grew the idea that in some way God gives
material wealth to the just and upright
and that we should thank God for our
"blessings".
My suspicion is that there seems to be
some contradictions of beliefs here. If God
is the all loving, merciful God that we all
know and love, why does he "bless" only a
few with wealth and power? Why does he
neglect the needs of the masses? I suspect
that it would be detrimental to our belief

in a merciful God to believe that God
bestows wealth and power to a few and
neglects the needs of the many. Therefore,
1 think it better to believe in a God who
does not bless the few and does not
neglect the many.
Today in the work place, the protestant
work ethic is alive and well. It has been in
corporated into the larger context of the
American Dream, i.e., if you work hard,
are honest and upright, you will be
rewarded for your work. This idea has
been implanted into the mainstream of
the population by those who are already
successful. They are telling the masses,
"yes, you can be like us, if you work hard
like us". Many move up the ladder of
power and wealth by quasi-unethical and
outright unethical means. If fact, it is
almost impossible for the American
Dream to come true in its present format.
The American Dream is a fabrication of
the rich for the poor in order to keep the
poor in check, and to legitimize their own
power and wealth.
The presupposition of the American
Dream is the existence of a merciful God.
God will ensure that the honest hard
workers of the world will get their just
reward. The problem is that this rarely
happens. For example, today the farmer
that worked his heart out on his farm can
barely make a living. Economic despair is
a spreading disease in America, not only
affecting the poor but also the middle
class. For them, the American Dream is
just that, a dream.
The role of religion in this fabrication is
that it makes it all plausible. God gives
credibility to the idea of just reward for
hard work. We must realize that God does
not reward the just and upright with
material goods. God does not assist one in
the accumulation of power and wealth.
The god of the businessman is not the
God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; but, a
lie that gives meaning to a doctrine
created by man. As individuals, we must

Continued on page 4
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Trans Am Women
It was a warm summer evening and
my friend Derek and I were sitting on
a wall outside of a Bank of America
and across the street from Club
Diego's. It was a Tuesday night and
there was nothing to do.

Life to Live by
by Arian Collins

Then a silver 6.6 Pontiac Trans Am
pulled up with three beautiful girls in
side. All three, a brunette and two
blondes, were under 21 and couldn't
go into the clubs.
The brunette asked us, "Do you
know where any parties are?"
Well, I've seen my share of teenage
sex flicks, but this caught me com
pletely off guard. And on a Tuesday
night yet!
But there aren't any parties on
Tuesday nights. Parties are hard
enough to find on the weekends.
The girls told us they were from out
of town (Sacramento as it turned out
later) and had driven down for a fun
vacation and planned to party in
Newport Beach the coming weekend.
Until then they were taking in some
sightseeing in our beloved southland.
Unfortunately, we couldn't think of
any place to take them.
We apologized for not being able to
help and we were ready to pull out
our hair for allowing them to get
away. Then Derek yelled, "The
Studio!"
Ah yes, the ever-faithful Studio. It
was a practice studio in Hillcrest for
two local rock bands that we knew.
And one of the bands, Emerald, prac
ticed there every Tuesday and Thurs
day night. A small party almost
always coincided with the group's
practice.
We stopped the girls and told them
about the studio. They said that it
sounded good. A quick conversation
allowed us to learn that there was a
fourth girl that had stayed behind in
their hotel room in Mission Valley
because she wasn't feeling well. Four
beautiful girls! Hotel room!? Our im
aginations were running wild.

We drove in our car and they
followed.
But all the way to Hillcrest I had a
bad feeling about bringing these girls
to the Studio. Band members usually
have incredibly huge egos and bring
ing beautiful women to their practice
studio was sure to be a mistake.
When we got to the studio, the girls
looked even better outside their car.
When we walked into the Studio I
think several guys got whiplash from
turning their heads so quickly. And
the female groupies that usually were
at the Studio paled in comparison
with the new arrivals.
Emerald had finished
practicing,
but Derek and I convinced them to
play a couple of more songs.
Then my fears came true.
The lead singer, Mike, was sure that
the girls wouldn't mind jacuzziing up
at his place in Del Mar. Other guys
were suggesting that they go along too
and bring a couple of cases of beer.
Well, I knew that was that. I was
sure the girls would make their escape
from the Studio the first chance they
got. Sure enough they did. They said
they had to bring food back to their
friend at the hotel, but that they'd be
back. I knew they weren't returning.
As the girls pulled away and Studio
guys were celebrating the Del Mar
orgy they were sure was about to oc
cur, I slumped over the balcony rail
ing. Of course they never returned.
As it turned out, I saw the girls the
next morning. Derek decided the
night before, when it was obvious
that they weren't returning, to find
their Mission Valley hotel. We found
the silver Trans Am at the Circle 8
Motel, but we couldn't find
their
room. We wanted to apologize for
bringing them to the Studio more
than anything else.
I drove by the hotel the next morn
ing and found them loading their car
and getting ready to leave. My god,
the previous night's experience had
made them want to leave San Diego
all together! They had decided to go
back to Newport Beach early for the
party.
Yes, the fourth girl was beautiful
also.
There's a moral: here without
morals in mind. Don't ever take
beautiful women to a gathering of
vultures. And always know of a party.

Businessman's God

Continued from page 3

realize that yes, it would be nice to believe
that if one works hard and is honest, he
will be rewarded with worldly success. But
to claim that in some God insures this, is

to fall into the traps set by Marx and
others that God and religion were created
by man to serve the interests of man. In
this way, the businessman's god is man,
himself.

Campus Capsules
THE STATE LOTTERY in California is paying off for education. Public schools
received $272 million in lottery proceeds: $220.32 million to elementary and
secondary schools, $32.64 million to community colleges, $12.24 million to the
California State University system and $6.8 million to the University of California
system.
A SNOWBALL FIGHT, started by a few U. of Illinois students, got out of hand
when nearly 300 others joined in. The crowd went on a three-hour rampage,
breaking car windows and mirrors, and overturning a van. Damages may reach
$5,000. The university police say the students were "taking out their frustrations
over final exams."
MARIJUANA USE has a greater effect on memory and thinking ability than
previously has been thought, according to Listen: A Journal of Better Living. The
journal says the marijuana-induced chemical changes in the brain diminish both
memory and thinking ability. Occasional use affects short-term memory, and
regular use damages long-term and abstract memory. Reading comprehension pro
blems are also common. (Contact: Call Richard Inglish at 202/722-6728.)
PEER PRESSURE AND SOCIALIZING are the primary reasons students at
Rochester Community College drink alcohol and use drugs, according to a survey
by the student newspaper, Echo. The average age at which students first ex
perimented with alcolhol is 14; among those who have used drugs, it is 16.
A GAMBLING RAID by the U. of Nebraska police netted seven student arrests.
Police say the students are not tied to any one organization, but combined they
handled about $52,000 in gambling per week.
WOMEN WILL BE ADMITTED to at least one of Princeton U.'s three all-male
eating clubs. The University Cottage Club voted to admit women in the midst of
a sex-discrimination suit filed against the clubs and the school.
CAMPUS ALCOHOL INTAKE is down, but is still considered a serious pro
blem, according to two recent polls. A poll by BACCHUS found that drinking
has dropped 13% among males, and 25% among females, since 1981. Another
study found that college administrators say alcohol abuse is less of a problem than
it was six years ago, but is still a "terrible problem." (CONTACT: Free copies of
the BACCHUS study are available from BACCHUS, U. of Florida, Gainesville,
FL 32611; 904/392-3261. Free copies of "The College Alcohol Survey" are
available from David Anderson, Director of Residence Life, Ohio U., Athens, OH
45701.)

New Booth on Campus
by Thomas Edleblute
The university security office is waiting
for completion of a security booth to help
control traffic in and out of the valley.
This booth will help keep an officer,
assigned to the east part of campus, in the
field for quick response to any trouble.
The security officer will be able to do all
necessary paperwork without going back
to the main office, and allow him or her to
eat lunch without leaving the area.
The booth was originally part of the
housing project in that area, but at the
time there were no extra funds for it. Con
struction began last summer when the
funds became available. Upon the booths
completion, money is again going to be a
problem, for there are no funds to supply
the booth with an officer.
One of the functions this booth will per
form is to help control traffic flowing in
and out of the valley. According to Secu
rity Chief Don Johnson, 60 percent of stu
dent automobiles are being parked in the
valley. This number is expected to in
crease in the years to come. Temporary

parking permits will be obtainable for
visitors or for students who are borrowing
someone else's car. It can also be used to
seal off the area and keep track of people
in the valley during mid-semester and intersession breaks. This hopefully will pro
vide a deterrent effect for criminal activity
in the area.
It has not been decided how long or
often an officer will be in the booth. One
possibility is that the officer will stay in the
booth during his shift, responding to calls
when needed. The other option is that the
officer will be patrolling east camp5us and
will use the booth for lunch break and a
place to do necessary paperwork. If the of
ficer does stay in the booth. If the officer
does stay in the booth during certain
hours, these hours will be posted. As of
yet, it has not been determined what these
hours will be.
However, all these plans are tentative.
Final decisions cannot be made until the
security office receives approval for the
funding of the officer. How much funding
they get will greatly affect the successfulness of this new security booth.

NEW YORK PIZZA DEPARTMENT
ARRESTINGLY DELICIOUS!®

FREE DELIVERY
ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS

296-0911

6110 FRIARS RD. at LAS CUMBRES
OPEN TILL 11:00 WEEKNIGHTS-12:00 WEEKENDS
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Tuition Increases—Are They Justified?
by John D. Morberg
ASB Secretary of Finance
Since 1982, tuition at the University of
San Diego has increased over 35%. Four
years ago, the cost per unit was $170. Now
with the proposed increase of 7% for
1986-87, the per unit cost will be in excess
of $245. Because of this constant increase
along with the feeling that tuition will
continue to rise, great concern has been
voiced by students, who oftentimes feel
that their frustrations are not heard. This
article is, therefore, written to inform
students that the raising of student fees is
not a capricious decision by the Board of
Trustees. Rather, it is the result of a com
plex set of issues faced by our University.
There are two parts to a budget—the in
come side and the expense side. As far as
expense is concerned, our costs are not
any greater as a percentage of tuition than
most other universities. However, many of
these institutions are subsidized by either
state taxes or large endowments in addi
tion to tuition. Since we are not supple
mented much by either, expenditures
must be satisfied by increases in tuition,
especially to offset added costs in faculty
and staff salaries, benefits, insurance,
utilities, long-range plans, and the Presi
dent's Reserve (2% of the budget).
The major expense side concern,
because colleges are so labor intensive, is
faculty salaries, which at USD are below
the national average. We also live in a city
with a high cost of living. Consequently, it
is very difficult to fulfill our commitment
to excellence in education when we offer
salaries below the market.
If we accept that the expense side is not
the major cause of our concerns, our pro
blems must stem from the other half of the
budget—the income side. Three major
aspects affecting USD's income are enroll
ment, endowment, and market factors.
The University has made a commitment
to maintain a very low growth enrollment.
Revenue has been generated in the past by
increasing the number of students.
However, now that USD is at a "steadystate", added tuition dollars must come
from the present students.

If needed tuition cannot be attained
through growing enrollment, another
possibility is to build the endowment.
Because the University is a relatively
young institution, endowment has not yet
been developed and is a very small part of
our income. Unlike some older institu
tions, USD still gets its financial aid from
the operating budget rather than from en
dowment; therefore, greater expenses
must be satisfied by increasing tuition.
The final consideration for income
stems from several market factors such as

inflation and what similar institutions will
be charging. It is expected that San Diego
will have a 4-5% inflation rate next year.
Therefore, how much of an increase above
the inflation rate can be justified? Further
more, the University must be sensitive to
how our tuition increases relate to com
parable schools' increases. The University
has an ongoing program to evaluate exter
nal and internal performance comparisons
with institutions having similar opera
tions. Luckily, our largest competitors,
Loyola Marymount, Santa Clara, St.

HOUSING & RESIDENTIAL LIFE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Summer Conference Coordinator

Resident Assistant

*9 live-in positions

*approximately 15 positions

*Salary + room & board

*room &c board provided

*end of May to mid-August, 1986

*1986-87 academic year

*dedicated, personable, organized

*2.5 cum gpa required

individual motivated to meet new challenges

*outgoing, reliable, caring

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT HOUSING OFFICE
MISSION CROSSROADS BUILDING
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday - Friday
SCO: NOW
RA: Monday, February 10
Deadline: Friday, February 21
Deadline: Friday, February 21

Mary's, and \JSC are raising student
fees between 8%-10%. So, as the competi
tion becomes more expensive, our school
may attract more top-notch students.
Hence, the reason tuition must be raised
at USD is because there is a lack of
revenue sources—we are a tuition depen
dent institution that must cover increased
costs while having a "steady-state"
enrollment.
It is no wonder that the budget process
has caused a great struggle between ad
ministrators, faculty, and students during
this past year. Administrators wish to
"enrich" their areas, faculty would like to
upgrade their "salaries", and students
would hope for a tuition "decrease". All of
the above seem very important, and ac
tually are. Consequently, each group
sought to voice its opinion. The ad
ministrators debated over area concerns in
the hope of reaching a balanced budget.
Faculty persuaded the Budget Committee
to make the 6% salary increase the top
priority. Students voiced their ideas
through the ASB surveys and the VISTA
newspaper. Eventually, the Board of
Trustees approved a 7% tuition increase
rather than the expected 8%; teachers'
salaries remained at 6%; and the unba
lanced portion of the budget was offset by
decreasing the President's reserve.
The Board's lowering of tuition from 8%
to 7% is a matter of paramount impor
tance. Students were given the opportuni
ty to express their concerns while adminis
trators and the Board of Trustees proved
sympathetic to students' needs. Students
also have the right to express their ideas to
the Budget Committee's open hearing
held each fall semester.
In retrospect, after having served as the
undergraduate student on the University's
Budget and Tuition Committees, I have
enhanced my knowledge about the com
plexities of the budget process. At first, I

Continued on page 7
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An Option Worth Using
by Teresa Rodgers
If you've ever consumed massive por
tions of alcohol, felt like fleeing from an
unacceptable date, or had car trouble,
then you know how distressing it can be
to have no options.
Student Affairs, ASB and BACCHUS,
would like to express their concern for
USD students in risky or unsafe predica
ments by providing an OPTION! "College
Cab" is a voluntary free ride program that
all USD students—graduate or under
graduate, full or part-time—are eligible
to use.
- "The purpose of 'College Cab' is to pro
vide a safe alternative means of transpor
tation so that students will not be forced
to take unnecessary risks," said Gaye
Soroka, coordinator of special projects in
Student Affairs.

How do you use "College Cab"? Simply
dial 291-3333 (the Orange Cab Co.) and
give them your location, show the driver
your USD ID card or another form of ID,
and give him/her your home address.
Students are encouraged to use "College
Cab" any time they are in an unsafe situa
tion for any reason. Some restrictions do
apply however; the cab will only take you
home, no more than four passengers will
be allowed per car, and you will be held
responsible for any damages to the cab.
It is your job to REMEMBER that "Col
lege Cab" is available. As many USD
students remember, Anne Swanke, a
senior last year at USD, was killed after
her car ran out of gas. It is extremely
important that we show each other that
we care by taking advantage of a safe op
tion worth using.

More letters: Shuttle talk

Continued from page 3

Finally, to de-politicize the matter, what can be gained through the Space Shuttle?
Well, it can be used to accumulate data that could increase our knowledge of subjects as
the origin of the universe and life on other planets. Also, it has already served in the
capacity of launching communication and weather satellites. And who can put a price
on the wonderment and creativity that the Shuttle's accomplishments will spark in both
young and old?
Perhaps the driving force behind this reply was a desire to do justice to the cause for
which seven people died. They represented the spirit of man that allows him to over
come seemingly impossible obstacles, not a purposeful neglect of human misery around
the globe. On Tuesday, January 28, not only did seven families lose loved ones but an
entire nation lost its unquestioning faith in the perfection of science, and was
dramatically reminded of its mortality.
Chris Toward

Who's Who?:
Dear Editor:
I would like to write a short complaint
to the members of the nominating com
mittees who selected the students to be
named to the 1986 edition of the WHO'S
WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND
COLLEGES. While I'm not complaining
about the people who were chosen, I must
say that there were a few notable indivi
duals on this campus who were not listed
and deserve to have been recognized in
such a distinguished publication. First of
all, how about Renda Aladray? She's a
member of AKPsi, past President for
Alpha Delta Pi, a member of the Orienta
tion Program Board, 1985 Homecoming
Queen. Who could possibly forget how
much she has done for so many people
and the leadership that she has, and con
tinues to exemplify? Stephanie Rothstein
also deserved to be on that list. She's the
student coordinator for the Writing
Center, maintains a 3.7 cumulative GPA
majoring in accounting, received the out
standing leadership award for the
sophomore class last year, a member of the
Alcala Women's Club, and an RA, just to

name a few things. Space does not permit
me to list the rest of you people who
deserve to be recognized, but hopefully
these two, at least, will gain some of the
credit they deserve.
Thank You,
S.S.

Socker Cheer

To the Vista Sports Editor:
God Bless You for mentioning the
World Champion San Diego Sockers!! As
an avid Sockers fan, I think it's an outrage
that the team doesn't receive the publicity
they well deserve. It's a disgrace that every
one of their home games is not sold out!!
Our fine city went "loco" when the Padres
made it to the World Series, and lost. But
how many San Diegans even know that
we have an indoor soccer team, let alore a
4-time World Championship team?!? Even
though Steve Zungul, the "Lord Of All In
doors" was recently sent to Tacoma
(under suspicious circumstances, I might
add), San Diego still appears to be on
track to an unprecedented fifth straight
championship. You can have your Padres
& your Chargers, I'll take the Sockers
anyday!!
Joe Sevigny

Reno Team Update
by Gina Trapletti

Vice President, Marketing
The Reno Team, whose members
include Sean Burke, Bill Otto, Gina
Trapletti, Linda Wang and Nancy
Wang compete against twenty colle
giate teams in a business simulation.
Their world, or those in direct com
petition with them, include teams
from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo,
Willamette University, University of
Reno, Nevada, University of
Portland, and San Jose State.
The Executive officers of Synergistic
Technologies Incorporated (SynTech)
made their first quarterly decision last
Friday. In this decision we lowered
the price of our durable good and in
creased advertising in an effort to cap

An Evening to Enjoy
USD—The St. Hallvard Boys Choir will
be visiting the Immaculata, from Norway,
on February 23, 1986. The University of
San Diego is very proud to host this ener
getic group of boys ranging in age from
nine to twenty-five. This musical group
was founded in 1962 by Mr. Oistein Vogt,
the conductor and manager. Through
touring in places such as Sweden, Italy,
Great Britain and the United States these
talented young men have brought enjoy
ment and understanding to church music.
The choir's repetoire includes a broad
span of musical types, ranging from
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HBJ Study Guides are Your Key to
Success On Major Exams
•
•
•
•

ZTEALANT)

Los Angeles/Auckland from $427 o/w
San Francisco/Papeete from $323 o/w
Vancouver/Sydney from $450 o/w

ballads of the Middle Ages to classic works
from the Renaissance period. Due to the
difficulty of such works each boy must be
completely devoted to his musical career.
The Cultural Affairs Committee of the
Immaculata has diligently been preparing
for this exciting event. The parish has
asked volunteers to provide housing for
these young men and has planned many
exciting adventures for the visitors. The
concert will take place in the Immaculata
on Sunday, February 23 at 7 p.m. Tickets
are on sale at the parish office or by calling

All the Help You Need
to Score High on
Crucial Graduate Exams

A61STKAJJA
• SPECIAL STUDENT AIRFARES WITH
SOUTH PACIFIC ISLAND STOPOVERS.
• CAMPING/ADVENTURE TOURS
• INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CARDS

ture market share and increase unit
sales. $1,000,000 in bonds were issued
to avoid "cashing out" and dropping
to a poor credit rating. Two lines in
our 6 line plant were deactivated in an
attempt to decrease inventory and
lower storage costs.
After our decision was input and
simulated along with the five other
competitors' in our world, we found
that we had accomplished each of
these goals. SynTech had attained the
highest market share, unit sales, and
cash balance. We lowered inventory
from 440 units to 368 units and de
creased storage costs by $22,000. For
more information on the Reno Team,
stop by the bulletin board on the
third floor in Olin Hall or in Olin's
student lounge.

full-length practice exams
detailed explanations of answers
step-by-step test-taking strategies
scoring charts

Test Preparation Guides Available for:
• GRE
• GMAT

•

Available from:

MCAT
MAT

• LSAT
• CLEP

• NTE
• TOEFL

• NCLEX-PN
• NCLEX-RN

University of San Diego Bookstore

6447 El Cajon Blvd., San Diego, CA 92115

(619) 286-1322

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
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Beyond War at USD
Presented Feb. 20
USD—"The unleashed power of the atom
has changed everything save our modes of
thinking, and thus we drift towards un
paralleled catastrophe."
Albert Einstein—1946
Our generation has grown up in an age
of concern over the arms race and the
threat of nucler conflict. Einstein's state
ment, made not long after Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, reflects both the problem and
the solution. The problem; the escalated
arms race has led to a possibility which did
not confront our parents and grand
parents, the possibly uncontrollable and
unimaginable destruction. The solution;
for the Beyond War movement the solu
tion lies in "a new way of thinking based
on the equations which govern survival in
the nuclear age."
Next Thursday, February 20, Beyond
War will present their view of this mode of
thinking. The forum will begin at 7:30

p.m. in the Mission Crossroads. It is spon
sored by Campus Ministry, and is a part of
the Semester's theme of Peace.
Beyond War is not simply an "antinuclear" movement. It is focused on deal
ing with the root cause of war," the use of
violence to subdue a perceived enemy.
"The basic tenets of the movement are
that all war is obsolete, therefore we must
seek means other than violence to resolve
conflicts. The root cause involves the way
we think about conflict.
Regardless of whether one agrees with
these tenets of Beyond War, the forum will
provide an opportunity to become in
formed, discuss and even debate. The
issue involved is one of importance to
each and every one of us. All are invited
to attend and consider a new way • of
thinking about war and a new way of
thinking about peace.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED- Cost isabout the
same as a semester in a U.S. college:$3.670.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition com
plete. Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs.
F-9

Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all ar
rangements.

college you attend

SPRING SEMESTER — Jan. 30 - May 29
FALL SEMESTER — Aug. 29 - Dec. 19
each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED — A Program of Trinity
Christian College.

your present street address

city

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
months. Earn16hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show Our
students' language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in U.S.
Advanced courses also.

state

2

If you would like information on future programs give
permanent address below.

your permanent street address

For full information — send coupon to:

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2065 Laraway Lake Drive S.E. F-9

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

Retreat II is Here!!

USD—If you have made USD's retreat, we want you to join us on Retreat II,
another outstanding weekend of fun, fellowship, and relaxation. Retreat II will
pick up where the introductory retreat left off. This year the theme of Retreat II
will be peace, but rather than focus on political issues, the retreat will bring more
peace into your relationship with yourself, others, and The Big Guy- There will be
a little more quiet time than USD's first retreat, but Retreat II's social director
John E. Mac claims, "It will be the most fun any homo sapien has yet withstood
within the temporal boundaries commonly called 'the weekend'".
The adventure will take place March 14-16 during the three day weekend so
you'll still have lots of time to study (or whatever else you do on the weekend.)
And don't worry about being homesick since five days after the retreat, is the
nine-day Easter break. Sign up after the 5 and 7 p.m. masses in Founder's Chapel
on February 23rd, or sign up in the Campus Ministry Office in front of Founders
Chapel. Only $10 includes lodging, delicious food, transportation, and entertain
ment. A good time is guaranteed for all! Go for it!!

Business is Booming
Alpha Kappa Psi's first meeting of this
semester marked the establishment of
many new committees. Each committee
wjll be headed by an Active who was
chosen because of their ability to perform
the functions of the committee. The com
mittees will be run as a separate business
entity of Alpha Kappa Psi so that the
duties of the fraternity can be performed
in an effective and organized manner.
Membership has already been busy
making preparations for the new Pledge
Class this Spring. The Vice President of
Membership, Kim Harrison, and her
Pledge Leaders, Christine Bugelli, Joe
Granja and Kevin Biernat, are excited
about the new perspective Pledges.
Brother Harrison has developed an exten
sive yet objective system of recruiting new
actives starting with information tables
and sign-ups on February 12, 13 and 14 in
front of Serra and Olin Hall. Then there
will be an information meeting on Mon
day, February 17 at 7 p.m. followed by a
week of dry activities so new Pledges and
Actives can get to know one another. The
highlight of the Pledge Initiation Week
will be an "Invitation Only Rush Party". If
you have been considering pledging Alpha

Keep
Reading
The Vista

University of &an Diego

School of Law
The University of San Diego invites all
persons interested in the study of law to an
informational seminar.
Saturday morning
February 22, 1986
9:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Informal buffet lunch with
faculty and alumni
12:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
More Hall - USD School of Law
Call (61 9)260-4528 for reservations by
Wednesday, February 19, 1 986

For information write:
Law School Admissions
University of San Diego
Alcala Park
San Diego, California 92110
or call: (619)260-4528

USD does not discriminate on the basis of race, sex, religion, age, national origin,
ancestry or handicap in its policies or programs.

Kappa Psi, this is definitely the semester to
do so. Good Luck!
Tonight is the Eve of Valentines and
those who are interested in an evening of
fun, entertainment and maybe meeting a
new face, (who knows where it will lead),
Alpha Kappa Psi invites you to The Lark
for a night with The Beat Farmers. Just
bring your charm and we will see you at
the "beat" of Ten.

BudgetrTuition
Continued from page 5
could not believe that the University
could even consider an increase; the ques
tion was not "if' to raise tuition, but "how
much" to raise it. Now, an awareness of
our problems certainly eases some of the
frustration. Also, much of the increase
will be alleviated by the 7% hike in finan
cial aid, and, at least through next year,
by inflationary increments in federal aid.
In my opinion, the University still faces
a serious problem because only 60% of our
students are eligible for financial aid
benefits. The critical concern is our
dependency on tuition and our lack of
other income. I believe that increasing
enrollment and building the endowment
are two possible solutions. Both of these
are, of course, based on the premise that
the student body would continue to seek
lesser increases in tuition rates.
The first possible solution, enlarging
enrollment, has often been construed as
lowering the quality of education.
However, USD's growth has added
millions to the budget allowing additional
programs and greater quality. I would not
recommend increasing students in areas
that are already crowded, but growth
could occur in graduate programs and in
the new Engineering program that will
come on-line next year. A steady growth
of about 40 students per year would great
ly reduce the edge on tuition, and over a
student's four year period, that would
amount to only an increase of 160 new
students.
The other alternative, building the en
dowment, is a better, but more difficult
solution than enlarging enrollment. The
difficulty lies in finding donors, and in the
fact that it would take nearly $50 million
in endowment to generate enough income
to lessen the dependency on tuition.
In conclusion, the University has made
major advances over the past 10 years. We
have a momentum that could seriously be
jeopardized if future years are as difficult to
budget as this one. If the income does not
increase the Board of Trustees must raise
tuition to retain at least the current educa
tional quality. Thus, the Board is faced
with the continuing dilemma of increasing
quality, yet remaining sensitive to
students and families who must bear the
financial burden of higher education.
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Highlights

. . . On the Hill

Upcoming Events
Thurs. Feb. 13:

Cultural Arts, French Parlor, Noon. Ronald Morbello,
Classical Pianist. Lark, SU, 10 p.m. The Beat Farmers.

Fri. Feb 14:
ASB/ Delta Sigma Pi Singles Valentine's Dance, Marriott
Flotel, 9 p.m.-l a.m. Film Forum, The Man With. One Red
Shoe, CT 7 p.m.

Sat. Feb. 15:
Senior Mass/Class Photo/Reception, 4:30 p.m. Founders
Chapel. Men's Basketball, USD vs. St. Mary s College, SC,
7:30 p.m.

Sun. Feb. 16:
Speaker's Bureau, Rev. Richard Neuhaus, Politics and
I hieology, CT, 8 p.m.

Wed. Feb. 19:
Commentator, activist, and Rev. John Neuhaus will speak Sunday evening on
"Politics and the Day".

Pastor Neuhaus
to Speak on Social Problems
by Melissa Mackno
Director of Speakers Bureau
This spring semester we are going to
begin the Speaker's Bureau series with
Reverend Richard John Neuhaus,
Lutheran pastor, commentator and ac
tivist. Reverend Neuhaus will be speaking
on campus Sunday, February 16, 1986 at
8:00 p.m. in Camino Theatre.
Over the years Pastor Neuhaus has
played a leadership role in numerous
organizations dealing with civil righs,
peace, international justice, and religious
ecumenism. His work and writing have
been subject of feature articles in TIME,
NEWSWEEK, THE NEW YORK TIMES
MAGAZINE, and scholarly publications.
In 1982 he received the "Faith and
Freedom Award" from the Religious
Heritage Foundation of America and in
1983 the John Paul II Award for Religious

Freedom.
For eight years he was Senior Editor of
Worldview, a monthly journal on ethics
and social change. Also he served as Pro
ject Director at the Council on Religion
and International Affairs, an Andrew
Carnegie foundation in New York City.
Currently Neuhaus is the Director of
The Center on Religion and Society, New
York City, and the editor of The Religion
and Society Report. In addition he edits
Lutheran Forum Letter. His most recent
works include FREEDOM FOR
MINISTRY (1979), DISPENSATIONS
(1984), and THE NAKED PUBLIC
SQUARE (1984)—an analysis of public
policy and public life in "post-secular"
America.
Remember to be there on Sunday night
to hear this outstanding scholar speak on
"Politics and Theology".

Phi Alpha Delta Award

Law Fraternity Recognized
by Mike Clune
At the end of last semester, USD's
chapter of Phi Alpha Delta, the
undergraduate law fraternity, received an
award from the national fraternity. The
Phi Alpha Delta award is given on the
basis of each chapter's quality of pro
grams, caliber of students, and support of
the aims of the fraternity. According to
moderator Professor John Chambers, our
chapter placed third out of approximately
35 chapters nationwide.
Each year, every chapter must send in a
report of its program to the national head
quarters. This year, first place went to the
University of Oklahoma while the
University of Southwestern Missouri took
second.

In its second year, the USD chapter of
Phi Alpha Delta has been very active. On
the average of every other week, the frater
nity has guest speakers from law and law
enforcement. They have had speakers
from the San Diego Police Department
Vice Squad, the District Attorney's office,
and USD's own law school. The chapter
has also apeared as studio audience on the
People's Court twice.
The fraternity's main goal is to help
students prepare themselves for law
school. Professor Chambers said that the
law schools look for good grades, a good
LSAT score, and some extracurricular ac
tivity promoting one's campus or com
munity.

Lenten Service, Founders Chapel, 7:30 p.m. Film Forum,
The Blues Brothers, SLH, 9 p.m.

Thurs. Feb. 20:
Showcase, Comedy Night, SU, 10 p.m. Men's Basketball,
USD vs. USF, SC, 7:30 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 21:
Film Forum, ET, CT, 7 p.m. Women's Basketball, USD vs.
Pepperdine, SC, 7:30 p.m. Undergrad Retreat Week-End

The Beat Farmers will rock the
Lark tonight! Be there!

Cupid to Strike
at Marriott Hotel
by Mary Lou Ireton
ASB Editor
The Second Annual Valentine's
Dance, to be held at La Jolla's new
Marriott Hotel, appears promising as
the mood has been wired for
romance.
Music will be provided by the Pin
Stripes, and a D.J. will keep things
rolling between sets. Two no-host
bars will be offered by the hotel to
serve your needs.
At the time of the cutting of the
cake, flowers will be given to the
gentlemen, who in turn will (hopeful

ly) present them to that special lady of
their choice.
Much time and effort has been
poured into this event by ASB Social
Committee and the Colony of Delta
Sigma Pi to provide students not only
with an alternative to the 'Vday
blues", but also a great opportunity
for those happy loving couples to
break the dinner date blahs.
However, perhaps the best feature
about this dance is that no date is re
quired. . . (you can find one there!)
So, if you are not ordinarily inclined
to spontaneity, now's the time to
break tradition.
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'Congratulations New Pledges'
Alpha Delta Pi
Sigma Chi

The Sisters of Alpha Delta Pi are proud
to announce the addition to their family
of a new member. She is the cutest chick
on campus. She was presented to the
sisters of ADPi by the brothers of Sigma
Chi on Sunday evening. She has soft
yellow feathers, a great body and tons of

personality. She will be competing for
ADPi in the Derby Days Funky Chicken
Contest. We hope you will all show up to
cheer her on to victory.
The coming week will be friendship
week for the pledges of Alpha Delta Pi.
Soon they will be initiated as full
members. They took their pledge test on
Sunday night, and it seems they did very
well as a whole. This year's test was much
easier than previous tests in that it did not
have to be written in greek.
Sunday evening the pledges took their

Big Sisters out to play miniature golf.
Some teams played for fun, others for low
scores and others appeared to be playing a
game called "Who can get the most
points". It was a lot of fun, so we will have
to do it again. Next time give us a warning
and we will practice.
We are glad that the Big Brothers in
vited us to go midnight bowling with
them. We always have a blast showing off
our wonderful bowling skills. Just ask Julie
to show you a reverse strike sometime.
March 1st is our parents weekend. It is
also the day of our big Diamond Ball.
That is less than three weeks time so start
getting ready for the fun. Do your
homework now and we will be able to
spend a lot of time just having fun
together and getting to know everyone's
families.

Gamma Phi Beta

The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta are exstatic in welcoming their newly initiated
sisters! Our congratulations go out to
Cindy Basso, Christy Beltran, Colleen
Blackmore, Marnie Bruning, Fran Coad,
Mary Coenenberg, Maureen Early, Kari
Evenson, Kelly Finnegan, Marcia
Holmberg, Cassie Highes, Betsy Johns,
Kathleen Kelley, Jennifer Melton, Lolly
Roman, Joannie Santoni, Deanna
Schultz, Kasey Selway, Chris Trausch and
Michelle Wilmoth. We love you and are
proud to have extended our sisterhood

and traditions to all of you!!
Initiation, which was held last Saturday,
was successful in wrapping up a busy yet
rewarding pledge period. Following the
ceremony, a banquet was held in honor of
the initiates, and in which the outstanding
members of its pledge class were recogniz
ed. Awards were received by Kelly
Finnegan for the highest GPA, Cindy
Basso, for her enthusiastic inspiration,
Cassie Highes for her inspirational leader
ship, and Pledge of the Year was awarded

to Chris Trausch! A special thanks also
goes out to Vickie Minardi, who carried
out the position of Pledge Director with
the utmost ease. You did a great job and
are an excellent leader to follow!!
While on the topic of congratulations,
we would also like to mention Denise
Andrews and Janine Mason, who were
recently selected for the 1986 edition of
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges. Your
sisters are proud and glad that you have
been rewarded for possessing the qualities
that we admire in you so much!
Lastly, Gamma Phi Beta would just like
to mention how busy these last couple of
weeks have been, and surprisingly
enough, we seem to hve misplaced a few
items!?!? However, don't worry because we
are still busy looking and have the utmost
confidence that these possessions will turn
up soon! In the meantime we hope that
everyone has a warm and wonderful
Valentines Day!! Enjoy, because it only
comes around once a year!!!

Sigma Pi
As spring rush comes to an end, Sigma
Pi would like to recognize and thank Rush
Chairman John Busch for the outstanding
job he has done this semester. Our rush
kicked off last Friday night with a semiformal party at JP's in Pt. Loma. All in at
tendance had a great evening as Candance kept us going well into the morning.
Our informationals were held on Sunday
night, and we were very pleased by the
amount of interest shown and the en
thusiasm of the rushees. Preference was
held last Tuesday night at Brother
Lipscomb's home, and the event further
lifted our expectations for having a fine
spring pledge class.
Little Sister rush begins this Sunday
evening, Feb. 16th, with an informational
session at 9:00 p.m. All girls interested in
becoming a Little Sister should watch for
upcoming posters and flyers with further
details. Our first Little Sister rush party
will be on Monday the 17th, so we hope
•

all of your will be there!
Sigma Pi's Brotherhood retreat and Lit

tle Sister retreat are just around the cor
ner! February 28th is the magic date, and
all Brothers and Sisters are encouraged to
go. We also look forward to our Little
Sister wine and cheese party on the 19th,
and the Sigma Pi Career Seminar on the
20th. We ajl plan to attend what should
be two fun and interesting occasions.
As intramural time rolls around this
semester, it's time to keep an eye on Sigma
Pi's entries. Our men's Softball team,
Halloween V, is ranked No. 3 in the
preseason polls, and we know we can live
up to the expectations. With two new
players from last semester's Taiwan team,
Mark Panelli and George Kaelin, filling
some gaps, and with Glenn Still returned
after barnstorming in Washington D.C.,
we will definitely be in contention. Also,
we will be fielding a Co-Rec softball team
for the first time, and that should prove to
be a very interesting experience.
Be sure to watch for upcoming Little
Sister rush details, and we hope to see you
at our party!

The brothers of the Sigma Chi Fraterni
ty were quite pleased with another suc
cessful dry rush at the Bermuda Formal
last Saturday night and especially with the
seriousness of the rushees at our informa
tional on Sunday night. Gentlemen, be
prepared for a great preferential party
coming up tonight, invites only. Con
gratulations goes out to Ron Wood for
receiving the "Brother of the Week' award
for all your great work during initiation
and for a great slide show during the
preferential party.
Watch out, USD Sigma Chi sports is
back this semester stronger and bigger
than ever with the supervision of Jim Cud
dy. There are two softball teams this
semester, one headed by Alex Lombardo,
and the other by John T. Harlan; our corec soccer team will be coached by Paul
Biane; there will be five floor
hockey

teams headed by each of the past pledge
classes and the upcoming pledge class; Ray
Pigeon shall lead the 5x5 basketball and
Matt Brown shall lead co-rec volley ball.
Brothers, the Sigma Chi alumni lun
cheon is tomorrow. The guest speaker
shall be the President of SDSU. Also on
Friday, a fantastic Valentine's TG thrown
by the best host of all, our Lil' Sigmas!!
Women of USD Derby Days is coming
up quickly. Get ready and take care of
those. . . .baby. . . . chicks?!?!?
Another special congratulation goes to
Peter S. Andrade, the winner of the
Ballfour Award of the Theta Lambda
Chapter of the Sigma Chi Fraternity. This
award is "The highest Sigma Chi honor
which can be achieved by an
undergraduate brother in the fraternity,
and in each province and chapter." But
don't tell him that!!!

Zeta Tau Alpha
The sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha delight
fully present our Spring 1986 pledge class:
Jennifer Aye, Mary Stolenwerk, Celeste
Dominguez, Sharon Durkin, Michele
Henley, Sheila White, Augusta Zoni,
DoeDee Rizzo and Roberta Everts.
We are also very proud to announce our
new faculty adviser Penny Navarro, who
we are excited to have with us.
Alright all you guys, get ready . . . our
first Big Brother party is coming up. We
are anticipating a GREAT semester with
you, so get set and put on those mystery

clothes because that Clue Cocktail Party is
just around the corner. Along those same
lines of mystery, be prepared all you Fall
Pledges—your Zeta sisters have a surprise
for you this weekend!'.1.
Congratulations to Chris Gibbs, who
did an outstanding job pulling together
the alumni gathering last weekend at the
basketball games. Also, good luck to the
basketball team. We're behind you, guys!!
ATTENTION ZETA SISTERS: It's
coming March 14 . . . .

Phi Kappa Theta
What a weekend! The brothers of the
California Phi Delta chapter here at USD
would like to extend our appreciation to
our brothers up at the California Alpha
Nu Chapter of Loyola Marymount for
their hospitality and refreshments after
the Torero basketball game. Also our
thanks go to the dozens of rushees who at
tended our informational and parties this
week. Good luck guys!
Sports update: This Sunday the PhiKap

Bushmen take to the diamond for the first
time this season. Come out and watch joggerball in action! Also, be on the lookout
this semester for the Phi Kappa Slamma
Jamma on the hoopcourt—Dougybear has
been hot lately.
Finally, tommorrow is Valentine's Day
and Little Sisters all your Big Bro's think
you ladies are the greatest. You are our
sweethearts not only tommorrow, but
everyday of the year. We love you.

Valentine's Day
Dance
14,Feb.
Friday Night
Marriott Hotel
Grand Ballroom
4240 La Jolla Village Dr. — 9:30-1:30 a.m.
Co-Sponsored with
Delta Sigma Pi & Social Comm.
Tickets $10 per person
Available at the Box Office
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USD Wins a Major Battle against Pop
Music Clones with Not So Secret Weapon
-THE BEAT FARMERS
by Mary Stuyvesant
Lark Director
Who or what are the Beat Farmers?
Many San Diegans and for that matter,
Rock and Roll fans from around the
world, have seen, heard, or at least heard
of, The Beat Farmers. They will be appear
ing tonight at the LARK in a closed show
for USD students.
Tonight will be the first time since New
Year's Eve that The Beat Farmers have
played a gig and it is the first time singer
Joey Harris has done a live show since he
joined the band.
I was able to spend some time with the
band leader, Country Dick Montana
recently. Rather than me trying to tell you
what the band is like, I'd like to let Coun
try Dick speak for them. I hope that this
will give you a taste of the band's unique
flavor.
I'll begin with the name, Beat Farmers.
"The name? I bought it from a friend of
mine for two cases of Schaffer beer. We
had a name the band contest for about
two or three weeks. When we used to play
at the Spring Valley Inn we didn't have a
name, so we just had people submit the
names and the winner was two cases of
Schaffer. Someone came up with The Beat
Farmers and we liked it, that was all there
was to that. Coming up with a name is
tought...You can sit around with pieces
of paper and list names on it. None of
them seem quite right or one of them will
sound right for about ten minutes, then
when you actually say it to someone it
sounds stupid."
The Beat Farmers is made up of Coun
try Dick Montana, Jerry Raney, Rollie
Dexter and new band member Joey Har
ris. Harris replaced Buddy Blue, who
decided to leave the band to pursue his
own interests.
Country Dick plays the drums, accordian and does vocals. He also does some of
the writing, "Diggin' through the trash
bin/The pickins getting mighty slim/Bug
off creep can't you see I'm trying to sleep?"
"These lyrics to me are good."

Jerry Raney plays guitar, drums, kazoo,
does vocals and gargles. Jerry also creates
original material for the band and has
been song writing since he was very
young.
Rollie "Slut" Dexter plays bass. "He's
the young pup of the group and is in
charge of getting teenage girls wound up."
Joey Harris is the new member of the
band, but he is in no way a stranger to
them. He was in Country Dick and the
Snuggle Bunnies, has been writing songs
for The Beat Farmers as well as for his
former band, The Electric Sons, who played
the LARK last fall. Joey has very strong
vocals, plays guitar and will bring a new
and strong presence to the band.
The Beat Farmers are truly an original
band. They play American Rock and have
a typical American sense of humor. "We
told all the English guys that everyone in
America carries guns at all times, because
there is always the possibility of a shoot
out. We told them that it was normal to
get into gunfights over here."
The Beat Farmers have released two
albums already, one here in the U.S. and
one over in England. Their second
American album will be released this
March by CURB Records. The music is
good old American Rock and Roll with a
country influence. "Guitar based... basic
American Rock and Roll, country influ
enced. It's got a lot of smutty parts... a lot
of rowdy parts." As far as influences are
concerned Country Dick says, "Influences
are anybody I have on these records here,
there's about five hundred of 'em in here,
maybe six hundred, so it's kinda tough to
go 'yeah this person was an influence.' I
noticed in some of the stacks and I really
mean stacks of albums, a few names; Jerry
Lee Louis, Roy Orbison, Buddy Holly and
Ray Davies. Country Dick travelled with
his Dad until the ninth grade, "He was a
Rock and Roll and Country Western road
manager for Marty Robbins and a couple
of other people like that..."
It used to be fairly easy to go and see the

Above: Country Dick and the Snuggle Bunnies; far left, new Beat
Farmer Joey Harris. Bottom Center: Dingwalls, England, 1985. Top
center: San Diego street scene '85. Top left: Rollie Dexter, Country
Dick, Buddy Blue and Jerry Raney.
The English music scene is very different
Beat Farmers, they played a lot at Bodie's
from the American scene. "There is more
(before it was closed down), The Baccanal
and the Belly Up. Now the band is just do of an intenseness over there with the
music scene... "They're incredibly aware
ing concerts here and there and touring
of what's going on, anywhere." Country
nationally. Locally they can be seen at the
Dick explains the differences between the
Belly Up or at the Baccanal.
American and British crowds and the
Country Dick explains why they are not
bands initial reactions. "Everyone in
playing in local clubs more often, "Well
England is really polite, even the bikers...
there aren't very many places to play
We had some English Hell's Angels that
down here, 'cause the club scene is domi
were showing up at gigs over there. Hav
nated by top forty... there's like zero going
ing seen this big burly guy, you'd think
on. So right now the only two clubs we
he's just another bad-assed Hell's Angel
play are the Belly Up and the Baccanal
and then he's got this, 'well, (h)ello
because every place else is screwed one
mate...jolly good show.' and you're go
way or another.
ing, what?"
I asked Country Dick why the music
Those of you who have seen the Beat
scene here in San Diego was so empty. He
Farmers
before, know that their shows are
said, "I don't know. I guess right now
not
quiet,
prim and proper society affairs.
there's kinda a shortage of inspired bands
The Beat Farmers are proud of this. But
to pull things off, to pull it together.
the English watch a show in an entirely
There's this MTV conciousness that's
different manner. Country Dick explains,
happening. Everybody'd just rather go to
"They
were quiet at first, because they're
a club and watch videos or have some
conditioned to be that way. That's the
asshole spin records. That's getting to be a
way English people are. When they go see
big thing. That's just as big a threat as top
a band they go there to see a band. They
forty bands now. I guess it's up to the
don't bother socializing 'n stuff, ya' know
bands to pull things off now.
they're there very intently watching
Country Dick painted me a very roman
what's going on and so it took us a little
tic and exciting picture of what life is like
while
to get used to the fact that they
for the Beat Farmers when they are on
didn't
hate us, they were just watching.
tour. "We drive, we arrive, we do the
They'd
make incredible noise at the end of
sound check, we go eat, we play the gig,
the show. They don't dance either.
we go back to our motel, we drink a lot,
They're too busy watching to dance."
more than we were drinking earlier in the
Tonight, USD students can expect a
night... then you sleep, you get up, you go
great
time and one like they've never had
to Denny's and eat, drive a few hours and
before.
The Beat Farmers are an experi
repeat the cycle.
ence necessary to one's college experience
When on tour and at home the Beat
or for that matter any enlightened
Farmers draw diverse crowds. Bikers are
person's experience. Their music is very
seen happily partying with Yuppies and
reminiscent of American roots Rock and
college students (Yuppies in training).
Roll but is still very refreshing and new.
They draw what the band calls mostly "a
The
Beat Farmers are a necessary solution
denim crowd."
to
pop
music which has unfortunately
Last summer the Beat Farmers went to
become so repetitive of itself that it can no
England to promote the European version
longer be called New Music, but instead
of their album. They record company paid
should
be called Clone Music. We can on
all of their bills, including a car and driver.
ly
hope
that the ASB here at USD will
"We had to have a driver because it is real
continue to bring new and original shows
ly tough to drive over there, as soon as
here on campus. Be at the LARK tonight,
you use your instincts you're in the wrong
you'll have a BLAST!
lane..."
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Off The Cuff
Mythic Americana in Cinema
by John Blair

Entertainment Editor
Once again, American filmmakers
are trying to cram the mythic middleclass dream down the throats of the
movie-going populace. Anyone who
frequents a theatre has been force fed
the concepts of the typical white
American family, black male, libera
ted female, and Mexican-American
male.
Let us take a case in point. These
stereotypes come shining through in
Columbia Pictures latest release,
Quicksilver. How many times can we
be force fed the 'Happy Days' mis
conception of the great melting pot,
the United States.
The preoccupation with an almost
nonexistent family lifestyle, coupled
with stereotypical and derogatory im
ages of minority groups makes this
film a travesty of what America
should really portray. Not to spoil the
plot of the film for any teenyboppers
out to catch a glimpse of lead Kevin
Bacon without his shirt, how about
just a little background on the social
situations that the film tries to pass off
as middle class America.
Well, off to a flying start, Kevin
Bacon stars as Jack Casey, a stock
market wizard with a formidable in
come. His father is a mechanic, while
his mother only appears during the
movie in the kitchen, or to announce
that dinner is ready. It escapes reason
why, if the son is such a genius in the
financial world, that he must risk and
lose his parent's savings, making them
poorer than they were before without
his help.
On to the heart of the movie, where
Jack decides to become a bicycle
messenger after his total economic
ruin. He meets three characters which
stand out in the movie. The first of
which is Voodoo, a jaded black man
who is not extremely particular with
whom he does business (translation:
he runs drugs for the local pusher and

cuts himself in for a little profit
margin of his own). This is, of course,
a typical man in a typical town, if
the man is black and the town is
Hollywood.
Terri is a tough girl who can handle
herself, but her secret desire for Jack, a
successful business-type Prince Char
ming, flows out of her every sentence.
She is quiet with her emotions, but
when Jack is sleeping, her motherly
instincts have he cover him with a
blanket. She can handle her own life,
except when a problem arises and she
runs to Jack for help. Poor girl. Just
one more example of a woman who
thinks she is liberated, but when it
comes right down to it, she is just as
dependent as any other of the
'weaker' sex.
My favorite, yes I do have a
favorite, is Hector, the hard working,
but slow-witted, Mexican-American
with a pregnant wife. He works
diligently as a messenger, but dreams
of a better life when he will be able to
own his own hot dog stand (I kid you
not). Hector tries to take out a loan
from a local bank, but he does not
know what the word collateral means,
so once again Jack comes to the
rescue. Jack cannot, though, stop
Hector from renting a sky blue tuxedo
for the loan interview. One finds it
easy to sympathize with the dreams
and the predicament of Hector.
The old tried and true assembly line
movie has gone the way of the Model
T. How many more two hour sit-coms
must America endure. If Hollywood
wants high quantities of movie-goers
they must strive to produce a high
quality film. The only money this
movie will gross will come from the
curious, the ever-popular teenager
with an allowance who also supports
the career of Prince and Michael
Jackson (Michael Who?), and the
bored who have nothing better to do
than blow a dollar on a Tuesday
night. Bon appetit.

Lark Gets New Leader
nightclub atmosphere as possible." This
by Mike Clune
semester, the Lark will be devoted strictly
Once again, the Lark has a new direc
to music and dancing with food, sodas,
tor. Mary Stuyvesant has taken charge of
and beer and wine for those over 21.
USD's nightclub and she is the fourth
The first band will be The Beat Farmers,
director for the year.
who have their second album coming out
The original appointee, Mohammed
in March. They have toured England and
Ghods, resigned in August because he
are popular all over the United States.
couldn't put in all the time necessary for
This semester the Lark will also have
the job. Taking over was Julie Henberger,
The 11th Hour, Curveline, The King
but she left after half a semester for per
sonal reasons. The next director was ' Bee's, and a 9IX night.
The Lark's Thursday night (at 10:00)
Frank Murphy who served until interevents should not be confused with the
session when he quit because of his grades.
Showcase. Showcase is the revised Bullpen
Since then, Mary has taken the position
which used to be at lunchtime. The Lark
after working as an assistant under both
and Showcase will be devoted to other
Julie and Frank.
entertainment such as comedians and last
Stuyvesant wants to carry on the Lark
week's Kier.
tradition and keep it "as much like a

Beirut Comes to USD
by Michael Berman
As a permanent correspondent for
Newsweek and Time, Azur managed to
photograph some very revealing pictures
of life in Beirut during the years
1981-1984. The photos are basically di
vided into four parts: Shiite moslem
fighters, U.S. marines stationed in Beirut,
orphans, and local inhabitants.
Azur is concerned with presenting an
exhibition that reflects the human dimen
sion which is not obtainable through
books. By presenting pictures which
depict man in this barbaric state the
viewer can more closely identify with the
situation.
Some of the most haunting shots are
those of orphans who have occupied the
remains of the municipal building. Here
the children run and play amongst the
rubble, seemingly oblivious to the hostile
environment.
One viewer, while walking through the
exhibition, commented that she didn't
like some of the photos because it cap
tured scenes of normal life (i.e. old women
doing laundry, family gatherings, etc.)

shown here in the remains of a once great
city. But I would suggest that this is one of
the more important messages of this ex
hibition; that life continues in spite of a
tragedy. The exhibition allows us to
visualize the headlines we read every day
and to see the true horror that the media
neglects.
In the words of an astute observer who
helped to create and oversee this exhibi
tion, "Many people enter this exhibition
in a jubilant mood but few leave
unaffected."

Pat Fox

Wordsmith
Paralegal Will Do
Precise Legal Typing
On Word Processor.
Rough Draft, Minor Edits
& Final Copy.
$2.00 per page
Pat Fox

464-6278
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Jami Gertz (1.) and Kevin Bacon (r.) give each other support in their efforts to
rebuild their lives in Columbia Pictures' "QUICKSILVER." Also starring
Paul Rodriguez, the film, produced by Michael Rachmil and Daniel Melnick,
was written and directed by Tom Donnelly.
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Students Miss Red Hot 'Lovers'
by Monica Sanchez

Jack Wagner, better known as Frisco Jones on the daytime serial, General
Hospital, will be appearing at the La Paloma Theater on Sunday, February
17, 1986 at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. Jack made his debut as a recording artist in
1984 when he released his first album entitled All I Need, which produced a
hit single by the same title. His latest album, Lighting Up The Night, features
his second hit "Too Young" and the newly released song "Love Can Take Us
All The Way". Tickets are available at all Ticketron outlets and at the La
Paloma Theater Box Office. For phone orders call 268-9686. For further in
formation call 436-SHOW.

NOW OPEN
At

MM**
0ve*

£8

3166
Midway Dr.

229-0855

OVER 80 LOCATIONS
• LUNCH • DINNER •
• CASUAL CATERING •

Broadway has come to USD,
thanks to ASB Cultural Arts, which
last Saturday presented "Last of the
Red Hot Lovers" at the Lark. This
dinner theater presentation was made
by members of the American
Repertory Theater, inaugurating the
Lark as a dinner theater.
"It is the first presentation of its
kind at school," said^Jan Alexander,
Cultural Arts director. "I hope the
idea catches on, because it is a lot fo
fun."
And so it was. After a delicious din
ner, the audience was ready to laugh
at the problems of Barney Cashman,
a "nice" man who tries to have an af
fair after twenty years of marriage, so
he can stop feeling as if life had "gone
out of its way to ignore him."
Barney unsuccessfully brings three
women of very differen temperaments
to his mother's apartment in order to
seduce them, and finds that it is not

Rent-A-Guy What's
Happening
by Monica Sanchez

This article is dedicated to all those who
know and love strong, handsome guys, or
women of all descriptions. Both were to be
found on Saturday, February 8th at Mis
sion Valley Center, in the now vacant
Walker Scott store. The Center, in con
junction with the Chippendale's
Organization, arranged to bring three of
the pin-up men, and authorize the sale of
their pictures. Imagine, for $5.00 one
could get a picture and an autograph with
the guy of your choice.
If it sounds too good to be true, it was.
The crowd outside their locale numbered
about 500 women of every description and
age. All were chatting excitedly about the
chance of a lifetime, as their bodies swayed
in time to "Girls just Wanna Have Fun"
and other appropriate tunes.
After a half-hour wait, and after hearing
shrieks of women who had been held in
the arms of a calendar guy for, say maybe
twenty seconds, my turn finally arrived (I
only got the picture so I could report the
full experience, of course). I left my purse
and all other personal belongings aside
(boyfriend included), and for half a minute
was in the arms of a gorgeous guy.
You might ask, "Was it the thrill of a
lifetime?" Unfortunately, or maybe for
tunately, it was not. But it was fun to hear
the chattering women, and to see at least
one embarrassed man, pushed and shoved
by his wife, taking a picture with the men.
There were several other aspects of the
event that made it worthwhile to all those
concerned. Mission Valley was crowded,
boosting its sales, Chippendales raked in a
lot of money from the picture revenues,
and the first 250 women received a free
calendar which included the three models
present.
PANADlNEssssssss
Professional Word Processing/Typing
Academic/Business/Personal —
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• Bag of Chips or Salad
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easy for him to have an affair. He is in
love with his wife, and he must be out
of the apartment before five, the time
his mother returns home.
Elaine Navazio is too forward, Bobbi Michele too flighty, and Jeanette
Fisher too depressed to be able to
satisfy his need for the "something
special" that he is seeking. Conse
quently, even though he has the
women alone in the apartment, he is
unable to get anywhere with any of
them. In the end he calls his wife up,
and invites her to the apartment.
The "Last of the Red Hot Lovers" was
a very enjoyable play, which
humourously portrayed an average
man trying to do what everybody else
was doing—having an affair. The only
thing needed to complete-a perfect
presentation of the first dinner
theater at USD was a larger audience
to fill the seats at the Lark. It is a
shame there weren't more people to
appreciate this fine evening.

•
•
•
•

Term Papers
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Manuscripts
Books

Nadine Sandauer
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Mass mailings
Proposals
Charts/graphs
Special document editing avail

(619)578 0496

TONIGHT, Feb. 13: 'Special Sur
prise'
LARK 10 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 14: The Man With One
Red Shoe, Camino Theatre, 7 p.m.

Sunday, Feb. 16: Twisted Sister, San
Diego Sports Arena, 7:30 p.m. Jack
Wagner, La Paloma Theatre, 7:00 & 9:30
Wednesday, Feb. 19: The Blues
Brothers, Soloman Lecture Hall. 9 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 21: E.T., Camino Theatre,
7 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 28: Oingo Boingo, Del
Mar Fairgrounds, 7:30 p.m.

Festival a Hit
by Michael Berman
This years annual Festival of Animation
is well underway at the La Jo"a Museum
of Contemporary Art.
As in past years, the festival is composed
of short cartoons from all over the world.
Included are some very impressive adver
tisements.
During the weekends there are guest
speakers (although it costs more) who are
supposed to talk about their films. Unfor
tunately, the night that I went the
speakers did not speak much, but were
available for questions. The m.c. proved
very entertaining and helped to maintain
a casual and fun atmosphere between
films.
All considering, the films were quite
entertaining with some special reap
pearances from last year. "The Big Snit"
was my personal favorite, but the choices
are varied and should accomodate almost
anyone's taste.
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Boys Club Sponsors
Missing Child Program

THE SECOND ANNUAL

by Thomas Edlebute

RUN & WALK

The Second Most Fun
You'll Ever Have Panting

San Diego—San Diegans will have their
chance to celebrate Mardi Gras in a big
way on Sunday, February 16. The Second
Annual Cuervo Mardi Gras Run and
Walk promises to be the "Second most fun
you'll ever have panting."
The Run/Walk benefits the San Diego
County Safety Council, and to make sure
the event lives up to its promise—plenty of
Mardi Gras-style zaniness and excitement
is planned.
The Precision Kazoo Band, an eight-foot
tall wasp, Lady Godiva, a giant hermit
crab, dancers, a jazz band, clowns and
larger-than-life spiders are just part of the
crazy cast of characters which will line the
TAC sanctioned coyrse on Mission Bay.
San Diego Chargers, Sockers and televi
sion celebrities will also be on hand to
meet arid greet the revelors.
Cash prizes will be awarded for the best
entrants' costumes, and a drawing will be
held to give away major prizes, including a
trip for two to New Orleans, cruises, mini-

vacations and much more.
The Run and Walk will start with a can
non blast and end with a multitude of
tasty munchies—fresh fruit, kashi cereal
and salad, Carefree gum, Canada Dry
flavored Seltzerbrate and beer. Aid sta
tions will offer relief from thirst along the
course.
Just for entering this event, participants
will all receive a Mardi Gras T-shirt, a Per
sonal Pan Pizza from Pizza Hut, free admis
sion to the Reuben H. Fleet Science
Center, a one carat cubic zirconia
simulated diamond from Brand Jewelers, a
discount Sea World coupon and a com
plimentary frozen margarita from Cuervo.
The Run/Walk is sponsored by Jose
Cuervo Tequila, Heublein, Inc., Farmington, Connecticut.
Entry froms are available at all Pizza Hut
locations, most running shoe stores and at
the San Diego County Safety Council.
More information is available by calling
236-0842 or 223-2657.

Valentine's Day Celebration
by Thomas Edlebute
This Saturday, the Hotel del Coronado
will be holding a special Valentine's Day
celebration. The celebration begins at 5
p.m. with a 5 course dinner. For the main
course you have a choice of Balletine veal
topped with sause champignar, or
medallion of poached salivar. The dessert
will include dripple-dip chocolate
strawberries in a box. The box itself is
made of chocolate.
This wonderful dinner is followed by a
dance. Music will be performed by "Bernie
Kaye and The Music People." This group
plays danceable romantic music of the '40s

and '50s. This will be held from 7-11 p.m.
Previous events held at the Hotel del
Coronado, such as Christmas and
Thanksgiving celebrations, have held
crowds of 1,000 people. Tickets for this
weekends celebration are going fast. The
price for these tickets are $29.95.
A brand new event at the Hotel del
Coronado, beginning Februrary 16 is
afternoon tea dancing. Every Sunday the
hotel will host festive tea dances from 2:30
to 5:30 p.m. Tickets for the tea dance are
$19.95.
The Hotel del Coronado hopes that you
all have a happy Valentine's Day.

Challenger Tragedy
by Katie Frankum
Much has been said of the space shuttle
Challenger tragedy. Deputy Mayor Ed
Struiksma lowered the flags of all city
facilities as an expression of mourning
over the shock. The raising of the flags will
be determined by President Reagan who
decides the conclusion of the period of
mourning.
All people should be proud of
astronauts Greg Jarvis, Ron McNair,
Ellison Onizuka, Judy Resnik, Dick
Scobee, Michael Smith and passenger
Christa McAuliffe, who believed that con
tinuing exploration for America and
Americans justified the risks of the flight.
Students around the county were terri
fied, confused, or numb because of the
catastrophy. Many refused to accept that
a national tragedy was before them.

Twain's Independent Learning Center
students reactd with many somber faces
staring at a television screen which so
often repeated the tapes of the explosion
that it became unreal to them. Mrs.
Stephanie Mendenhall, an English
teacher at Twain, was the most
devastated. The finalist from La Jolla is a
friend of hers and was very close to mak
ing the trip. Her reaction spurred concern
and thoughfulness in students who
responded to her by speaking to her in a
more cautious, wary and sympathetic
manner.
This sense of reality brought by the
tramatic event shows that although these
catastrphies are often sensationalized and
"beaten" by the press, they offer a truth
about the delicacy of our existance and
give people of all ages a sense of their impermanence.

Last Saturday, the San Diego Boys
Club's Clairemont branch was helping
parents ensure their childs safety with the
help of a Child Inventory Passbook. For a
$3 fee, parents came in to have their childs
fingerprints, dental records, photographic
pictures, emergency orders and other vital
information recorded in a passbook. This
passbook provides a concise and conven
ient method of recording vital information
that can be supplied to authorities in the
event that a child is missing. The proceeds
from this program benefited the Boys
Club.
The goals of this program are: to pro
vide emotional support to parents search
ing for their abducted children; to offer
emotional support or referrals to
recovered children and their parents; to
provide information and advice to sear
ching parents; to offer prevention and
education programs for parents, schools
and community organizations; to work to
increase the networking between agencies
dealing with the issues of missing children;
to assist searching parents with the
preparation of their own temporary
custody orders required before the filing of
criminal charges by the District Attorney's
office; to act as a liason for searching
parents in regard to the legal procedures in
the criminal justice system; and to provide
legal referrals when appropriate.
The Boys Club was set up to handle 250
children, based on expressed interest, but

An

the number of parents that brought the
children was disappointingly low.
These passbooks can be used either by
the parent that is reporting a missing
child, or by the child who needs help.
Laurie Sulzenfuss of the Missing Chldren's
Resource Center, recommends a passbook
in case either situation arises. She also
urges parents to keep a cashroll of
photographs to hand out in the area a
missing child was seen last. "Children are
always getting lost in shopping centers,"
says Sulzenfuss. "The parent can just start
handing out photos in case someone sees
the child."
The passbook also contains information
that would help identify a dead child.
"People don't like thinking about it," says
Sulzenfuss. "But occasionally a dead child
turns up, and they can't be identified,"
due to decomposition of the bodies.
There are 100,000 to three quarters of a
million cases a year of a child being kid
napped by a parent. Parental abduction
usually comes before a divorce or a
custody case is settled. In many of these
cases, the child is gone for 7 to 8 years with
no contact with the other parent again. In
these cases the Missing Children's
Resource Center is able to assist the
parent in obtaining the necessary custody
order that allow the District Attorney's of
fice to act. When the parent that took the
child is apprehended by authorities, he or
she then faces felony charges of parental
abduction.

Evening to En/Oy

Continued from page 6
293-3358. The cost is $8.UU tor adults and
$4.00 for children, students, and senior
citizens. All profits will be handled by
Rev. Michael J. Gallagher. Part of these
proceeds will go to completing the stained
glass windows in the

We are anticipating, with eagerness, the
arrival of these exceptional boys. This
event will be well worth the time and
money spent. The Cultural Affairs Com
mittee and the University are very proud
to host such a unique event.

R.A.

APPLICATIONS
FOR FALL 1986

AVAILABLE: FEB. 10
WHERE: Housing Office,
1st Floor Mission Crossroads
WHO: All Undergraduate and
Graduate Students
REQUIREMENTS: 2.5 Cum. GPA,
Full Time Student

RA INFORMATIONAL
MEETING, MONDAY
FEB. 10, AT 7:00 PM
IN THE
CAMINO LOUNGE
Completed applications must be returned to
the Housing Office by Friday, Feb. 21st, 1986
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Budget Asks $125 Million
In San Diego Military
Construction
San Diego—Rep. Bill Lowery, R-San
Diego, announced that the President's
budget contains about $185 million in
military construction projects within San
Diego County and $617 million statewide.
As a member of the Appropriations
Committee, Military Construction Sub
committee, Lowery will be taking the
President's numbers under advisement, as
each proposal is considered. "It will be
necessary to prioritize the request," said
Lowery. "Those projects that affect
readiness will be the ones highest on the
list."
The largest single construction item in
the budget for San Diego is a $22.5 million
proposal for a medium-security con
solidated brig at Miramar Naval Air Sta
tion.
Lowery has been asked for his support
on construction of the brig. It is part of a
national plan to overhaul the Navy's 21
brigs which are more than 40 years old
and have serious fire and safety code viola
tions. In addition, said Lowery, "If the

new rehabilitation program is successful,
more sailors will be restored to duty in a
critical period of manpower shortage.
These are not hardened criminals, in
many cases they are AWOL (absent with
out leave)."
The next five largest items are Bachelor
Enlisted Quarters and one Bachelor Of
ficer Quarters: $12.3 million for Camp
Pendleton; $13.2 million for Miramar
Naval Air Station; $18.3 million for the
San Diego Naval Station;-$9.1 million for
the Naval Submarine Base; and $9.8
million for the BOQ at the Naval Am
phibious Base on Coronado.
The military construction budget re
quest for fiscal year 1987 is more than $100
million less than the request for FT '86
statewide, said Lowery. The 1986 figure
was $754.6 million.
"The President's figures are requests.
The reality after the appropriation process
runs its course is often different. The FY
'86 request for San Diego was $219.6
million," Lowery explained.

Struksima Proposes Fund
To Fight Youth Drug Use
San Diego—Deputy Mayor Ed
Struiksma proposed on February 4 that an
estimated $1 million year in assets seized in
drug busts be used by the San Diego Police
Department for expanded drug preven
tion programs in the schools and increas
ed law enforcement directed at dealers
who prey on young people.
Struiksma's proposal follows an action
by the council's rules committee, which he
chairs, to receive assets that will be
transferred to the SDPD under a provision
of the Federal Comprehensive Crime
Control Act of 1984.
That legislation provides that local law
enforcement agencies participating with
federal authorities in narcotics investiga

tions can share in assets which are seized
and forfeited as a result of those opera
tions. In addition to cash, assets can in
clude office equipment, vehicles, boats
and aircraft, which can be sold to raise
funds.
Noting that half of all crime in San
Diego is drug-related, Struiksma said,
"The proverbial ounce of prevention is
worth the fortune spent in law enforce
ment after drugs ensnare our young peo
ple."
Struiksma proposed that the windfall be
placed in a special fund to beef up the
SDPD's Narcotic Task Force's drug
awareness programs inneighborhoods and
schools, as well as its drive against dealers
who exploit young people.

Alcala Women's
Club
Recruits New Members

Watch...
For More Details!!!
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Proposition To Prevent
Offshore Oil Drilling

San Diego—Deputy Ed Struiksma pro
posed to the City Council's Rules commit
tee a wide-ranging and vigorous strategy
to prevent off-shore oil drilling in the San
Diego area. His package includes a June
ballot measure that would require a ma
jority vote of the people to approve any
zoing change allowing on-shore facilities
that directly support off-shore drilling ac
tivities.
"The time has come to go beyond
rhetoric. This proposition will give the
people of San Diego the legislative clout to
fight the unwelcome incursion of off-shore
drilling," Struiksma said, noting that the
measure is similar to one adopted by the
voters of Santa Cruz last year.
According to Struiksma, the ballot
measure also resembles the protective in
tention and legislative mechanism emboidied in last year's Proposition A, which
gave citizens a vehicle to prevent
undesirable development.
Struiksma will propose four additional
measures designed to protect the rea
coastline from the disastrous effects of off
shore drilling:
•.A study of current land use in the city
and a rezoning of those areas deemed to
currently allow the potential location of
drilling support facilities;
• A direction to the city's represen
tatives to the Port District to take
whatever action is possible to restrict the
use of tidelands under the jurisdiction of
the Port from uses in support of off-shore
drilling;
• A cooperative effort to work with and
encourage other cities and counties along

the Southern California coast to adopt
similar legislation. This consistency would
prevent leapfrogging moves by oil com
panies that would spill over into San
Diego.
• A City Council resolution to be sent
to state and federal officials stating San
Diego's emphatic opposition to off-shore
drilling within 50 miles of the Southern
California coastline.
Noting that oil companies will meet in
Los Angeles next month in a public hear
ing with representatives of the federal
government to identify leaseholds they
want to open for drilling, Struiksma said
that urgent action is needed to head off
drilling in the San Diego area. San Diego
sites are not included in the list of possible
exemptions being discussed by Interior
Secretary Donald Hodel and a team of
Congressinal negotiators.
Following the narrow defeat in Con
gress last November to extend the
moratorium on drillng off the California
coast, Struiksma called for the City to file
a lawsuit aginst the Federal government to
prevent drilling locally.
The spill in San Diego Bay earlier this
week illustrates the disastrous effects a ma
jor incident would case, Struiksma said,
citing an MIT study which estimates a 95
percent probability of a major oil spill dur
ing the life of a drilling project. He noted
that the 1969 Santa Barbara spill caused
damages totaling $50 million.
"We cannot afford to jeopardize our en
vironment or our economy, which profits
handsomely from the $3 billion-a-year
tourist industry," Struiksma said.

Dining at the
La Valencia
by Katie Frankum
Atop the La Valencia Hotel, in La Jolla,
is an elegant dining room that caters to
the very romantic and intimate dinner a
person would want to share with his
valentine. The Sky Room's atmosphere is
inviting and friendly. Dimly lit by candles,
dinner setting sparkles off the window
overlooking the Pacific.
For one price, a finely created menu of
hors d'ouvres, salad, appetizer, intermez
zo, and entre is served by efficient, neat,
and quick waiters that do not mull over
your table, but are attentive to the balance
of presentation. A fine wine list tops off

the menu. This french restaurant is
sophisticated, but not too sedate for an en
joyable evening.
There is a wide assortment of delicacies
to enjoy, such as escargot and mushrooms
in a cabernet sauce, scallops in a ginger
and lemon sauce, and smoked salmon as a
choice for appetizers. Entrees include
swordfish with a mustard cream sauce,
and minion de veal with a rich honey
sauce. The food is presented beautifully
and the quality is superb.
Valet parking is available and reserva
tions are necessary. The La Valencia Sky
Room is located at 1132 Prospect St. in La
Jolla. For reservations call 454-0771.

SENIOR RETREAT
March 7-9 At Camp Stevens
Sign-ups begin Monday, Feb. 17 at noon in the Box Office
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Live from The Far Side —Gary Larson
by Ken Furie

F

FROM THE ASB: Although it is
still early in the semester and the
current administration is in no dan
ger of being ousted, there is some talk of
possible candidates for ASB President for
next year. So far the names mentioned
most often are those of Social Chairman
Barry O'Brien, Tony "Mr. Fabulous"
Abbatangelo, and possibly ICC Chair
man Paul Briggs.. .Just in case you
thought that ASB is a nickel and dime
operation it may or may not come as a sur
prise to know that this year's budget is
$321,503 in total expenditures. Roger
Hedgecock got convicted for abusing less
money.
THE BIG BRAWLS: Friday night's
basketball game between our Torero's and
the LMU Lions was more than some of
our fans bargained for. According to one
loyal Torero fan the whole sordid mess
can be attributed to the LMU fans. A
brawl erupted at center court before the
start of the game when LMU partisans
rushed out of the stands to attack some
USD students. "We were carrying a rub
ber chicken along with a sign proclaiming
it as their true mascot, which I believe still
holds some truth," said Harry Hadjian,
one of the participants. "The next thing I
saw was forty to fifty LMU students
storming us—I was shocked to say the
least—Needless to say we responded in
kind."... Another unnamed source
relayed some unprintable information
about the looks of the LMU cheerleaders
and it wasn't nice stuff.
FROM THE PARTY DESK: With fra
ternity rush moving toward a "drier" im
age and away from its "free for all" image,
it is receiving some unlikely competition
from other campus organizations. Sigma
Pi's rush party was belittled in a widely cir
culated flyer from the Soccer team which
said, "Why go to a dry rush party when
you can come to a wet Soccer party?"...
The question as to whether or not the
flyers were approved for campus display
appears to be a negative. No one is talk
ing, but Student Affairs came down on a
group who advertised parties in a similar
manner last semester.
SPOTTED: Response to the bumper
sticker portion of this column has been
overwhelming so we'll get right to the new
ones...NUKE THE GAY BABY
WHALES FOR JESUS...I LOVE MY
DOG, I SPADE MY CAT, I CLUB MY
WIFE... FRIENDS DRIVE FRIENDS TO
DRINK... HAPPINESS IS SEEING
YOUR MOTHER-IN-LAW'S PICTURE
ON THE BACK OF A MILK CARTON
...BABY IN TRUNK...Quote of the
week, "Hedgecock was pronounced guilty
and San Diego was sentenced to three
hours of boring radio a day." Thanks to
Tom Blair for being a good sport.

Gary Larson is a shy guy. He wouldn't
grant any interviews, not even over the
phone. The very first words out of his
mouth were "I'm scared to death." And he
was, it was obvious. His voice was ner
vous, he paced around just a bit behind
the podium, and he repeatedly needed the
reinforcement of the glass of water he kept
in the podium. So what was he doing in
front of so many people in Mandeville
Auditorium on Saturday night? I'm cer
tain he was asking himself the same ques
tion, long before the crowd finally let
him go.
Larson is a man who seems to be
harassed by his own success. Apparently,
although The Far Side, his comic strip,
has been growing in popularity for awhile,
he has not accustomed himself to being a
celebrity. And it is this very fact about
him that makes him such a pleasure to
have around.
He shared some time with the audience.
It was very informal, very casual, some
times a bit awkward. Nothing else would
have been so wonderful, because it is Lar
son's human aspect; his nervousness, his
insecurity, his lack of a stylized delivery,
his lack of confidence, that makes him so
very charming and appealing. This man
has a great, warm personality, and his ner
vousness was a lovely aspect of it.
He began by telling the audience a bit
about his approach to The Far Side, and
how it had its roots in his family and
childhood. "When I was a kid," he related,
"1 had this great fear of my closet. Every
thing scary I had ever imagined, I believed
was in my closet." He talked about how
his brother would scare him, one time
hiding in his closet, and opening the door
very slowly so as to terrorize Larson. "I let
out a primal scream, and my mother came
running...
He showed one cartoon that had a pair
of young spiders huddled on a stairway,
dangling a small human in front of their
horrified mother. He said, "I've never
understood why we look at a horse or an
eagle and say 'how regal, how beautiful!'
And yet we abhor a common garden
spider."

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

"Sorry ... we're dead."

Gary Larson, creator of "The Far Side" which is featured in the
VISTA, appears here in a file photo. For more on the reclusive car
toonist, see below.
Larson has a personal joke running with
everyone who reads his comic strip; they
can understand the perspective Larson is
offering, and they identify with Larson in
thinking that this particular phobia or
condition can really be silly, if you see it in
a certain way.
Larson closed with a question and
answer period. Someone asked him if he
thought he would ever reach the point
that Garry Trudeau (Doonesbury) and
Tim Downs (Downstown) reached: both
of these men reached a point where they
needed to take a break from the strip,
because of the pressure and dedication
involved in producing something funny
every day for a long time.
He answered that yes, he sometimes
worried about that.
"Every day I do another strip is one day
longer than I thought I would be doing it."
He feels that something like humor can
not remain the same. "Humor is an evolu
tionary kind of thing."
This is certainly true. Larson's own strip
is evidence of the evolution of humor. He
draws cartoons dealing with death, the
end of the world in a nuclear holocaust,
violence in society and violence in nature;
he breaks taboos constantly. And in our
modern, evolving world, he is very suc
cessful, because of his unconscious

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

"You know, Bjorg, there's something about holding
a good, solid mace in your hand—you just look
for an excuse to smash something."

courage in approaching the "tar side" of
these grim topics, and putting them on a
level that people can grasp and make
fun of.

Ken Furie is the Features Editor of
the UCSD Guardian and was kind
enough to let us reprint his review.

Editor's Note: The Off-Beat
Section of the VISTA is dedi
cated to having a good time. The
views expressed herein do not
necessarily represent those of the
VISTA staff, the U.S.D. adminis
tration, Uvaldo Martinez, Ed
Stuiksma, Bill Cleator, Floyd
Morrow, or anyone else running
for Mayor. O.K. I admit it, the
"Joe Torero" column is a send up
of Tom Blair's column but hey,
the bumper sticker idea was all
mine. Another thing that is bug
ging me is all this talk about libel,
jeezz can't anybody take a joke,
it's not my fault Uvaldo enjoys
lunch with his friends and then
they deny ever going out with the
guy. So I would like to say (gig
gle, giggle) if the VISTA has done
any damage to your reputation
Uvaldo (ha, ha, ha) we're real
sorry, (he, he, ha, ho, ho, ho,
ooops sorry for laughing.)

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Single-cell sitcoms
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To Live and Die in L.A.
by John Schlegel
Way back, even before the season
started, Hank Egan and his USD men's
basketball squad knew that the first two
weeks of February would be the toughest
two weeks of the season. Back to back to
back to back games with the two teams
picked to finish atop the WCAC stan
dings didn't look promising then and they
certainly don't look good now.
At the very least, the Toreros can say
that they're done with it.
Last weekend, USD traveled up to the
Los Angeles area to take a shot at those
two teams, Loyola Marymount and
Pepperdine, on their home courts. They
came back with a record of 1-3 in the four
crucial games.
"I wouldn't have done it to myself," said
Egan of the scheduling. "But there's no
sense in worrying about it now. It was the
league that made up the schedule."
"I don't want to make any excuses.
There are some things in some ball games
that we might have wanted to do dif
ferently. But by and large the kids have
worked very hard and I think they really
raised some interest on this campus."
"We're not satisfied with the results but
we really have pride in the effort we've put
out to keep competitive in this league."
On Friday night, the Toreros shot a
weak 37% from the floor and dropped
their chance for revenge on the frontrunning LMU Lions by a score of 67-59.
The next night, things didn't end up
much better as USD had a three-point
lead with 36 seconds left in the game but
lost in the final seconds, 61-60.
"I think they're both pretty good teams,
but we've just caught Loyola while they're
on a roll," said Egan. "They have a real up
beat, up tempo kind of game and they've
got everything going for them right now."
The Lions have enough going for them
that they now have an 8-0 record in
WCAC play, which is one game ahead of
Pepperdine and four games ahead of 4-4
USD.
With a 14-8 record and six games left in
the season, the Toreros still have a chance
to win twenty games this year, a feat USD
has yet to accomplish in the six previous
years that they have been in Division I.
"At the beginning of the year, we had a
lot of goals," said Egan. "One of those was
to win the mythical city championship
(which USD did with wins over SDSU
and USIU) and another was to win the
league championship. Now if we're going
to win league, we're going to need some
help."
After this weekend, the Toreros truly
need-a lot of help. Although they tied the
game at 33 at halftime, USD could not hit
anything from outside the lane and fell to
the Lions.
LMU's Forrest McKenzie led all scorers
with 26 points. Nils Madden and Scott
Thompson had 15 and 14, respectively,
for USD.
"I think that it's pretty good that we can
shoot only 25% from the floor in the se
cond half and still end up scrapping at the
end," said Egan.
Coming off that tough defeat on Friday,
the Toreros headed to Malibu to take on
the Pepperdine Waves. Jim Harrick's team
was looking for the win not only to keep
them close in the standings but also to
avenge their 69-64 loss in San Diego the
week before.
The two teams never got more than

seven points away from each other the en
tire game and USD held the biggest lead of
the second half at the 2:32 mark, 59-55.
USD's chances were looking good as
Pete Murphy hit one free throw with :36
left to put the Toreros ahead, 60-57. After
Dwayne Polee scored from the left
baseline, USD had the ball and 24 seconds
to kill.
The Toreros took the ball inbounds and
passed it around well enough to keep the
Waves from fouling them. But Pete Mur
phy made one pass too many across the
width of the court. The pass was picked off
by Dwayne Polee, who streaked down and
hit a 13-foot jumper to win the game.
USD will be up against St. Mary's this
Saturday at the Sports Center. They will
have Mark Bostic back from a one-game
suspension and a shot at a 20-game season
in their sight.

Toreros So Close
by Michael Cisneros
A quick look at the mens' WCAC
standings will tell you that the USD
Toreros are stuck in third with a 4-4
record, 14-8 overall. A little closer in
spection though, and it becomes ap
parent that Hank Egan's men in blue
are still very probably the very best
team in the league. In fact, the
distance between the Toreros and the
top spot is just five points.
A crucial two-point loss to Santa
Clara and a pair of last second losses
to Loyola and Pepperdine have
helped to hide the fact that USD is
playing some of the best basketball,
not just of the year, but of the school's
history. Add to that a last second,
one-point loss to South Florida, and
the Toreros have lost four games by a
total of six points.
Coach Egan and his players are well
aware that their record is not indica
tive of the way they have been play
ing. And so are the other coaches and
teams in the conference. "We have a
lot of pride in the fact that we've
played very good basketball in every
one of the games that we needed to be
in," said Egan. "We don't come into
gyms and have the other team look
around for another team to play.
They are loaded up for bear with us."
They need to be. The Toreros
match up man for man with any team
in the conference. Scott Thompson,
Nils Madden, Paul Leonard, Pete
Murphy, Mark Bostic, and Danny
Means could start for any team in the
conference. Steve Krallman and Mark
Manor would see much playing time
too. So why the .500 record?
Certainly not because they are play
ing below their capabilities. USD is
near or at the top of every offensive
category. Thompson was named
player of the month for December,
Bostic was named player of the week,
Murphy was considered for the honor
with back to back 18 point perfor
mances. It has just been the bounce of
the ball.
"I think we've been competitive in
the league," stated Egan. "We've
played good basketball, but the way
the schedule fell (Pepperdine, Loyola,
Pepperdine) made it tough for us."

Toreras Continue
Unbeaten Pace
by Gabo Martinez
Sports Editor
The University of San Diego women's
basketball team continued to tear up the
West Coast Athletic League conference by
increasing their winning streak to seven
straight games last weekend. The Toreras
came out victors over the University of
San Francisco arid the University of Santa
Clara as a result of their controlled yet ag
gressive style of play.
Friday saw the USF Lady Dons in town
to challenge USD. Under the skillful
guiding of head coach Kathy Marpe, the
Toreras hustled their way to a relatively
smooth victory.
"We knew that USF could hurt us if we
let them get inside," said coach Marpe.
"So what we did was concentrate on keep
ing them out, forcing them to take the
outside shot."
This method of keeping USF's offense
off balance worked like a charm for the
Toreras. Whenever the Lady Dons
pressed, USD's defense held firm and
made them take the uncertain long shot.
The result was many missed shots on
USF's part, and with the skillful rebound
ing of Debbie Theroux (she led USD with
8 rebounds on the night), the Toreras
forced their opponent to turn over the ball
time and time again.
Another talent which USD exhibited
against USF was their lightning quick
scoring capability. After forcing a turn
over, the Toreras often fed a longball
across the court up to a forward who
would take the ball in, usually alone, for
two points. Using this technique in addi
tion to their ability to drive inside, USD
kept USF off balance both defensively and
offensively as they defeated the Lady Dons
70-58.
"I was pretty pleased with our play on
the whole tonight," said coach Marpe.
"At the beginning of the second half, our
game slipped a little when we tried to force
some passes which we shouldn't have been
making. If we play the game we know,
controlled and aggressive, we're tough
to beat."
The Santa Clara Broncos can attest to
that fact. Like USF, they fell to the ag

gressive play of the Toreras on Saturday
by a score of 48-45. As in the game against
San Francisco, freshman forward Julie
Evans was a standout, leading USD with
14 points (she led the Toreras against USF
with 16 points.) With this win, USD
increased its record to 13-7 overall and 7-0
in WCAC action for a first place tie with
the USIU Gulls.
The Toreras now go on the road to play
USIU on Friday, February 14 for first
place in the WCAC; they then take on
Point Loma in a non league game before
returning home Feb. 21 to take on the
Pepperdine Waves. Coach Marpe ex
presses confidence in her team, saying that
they would work hard at the things which
they needed improving at in practice.
USD has showed the support and confi
dence necessary for the Toreros' men's
basketball team to earn a winning season.
All people interested are urged to attend
the women's games as well. They have
earned for themselves and their school a
measure of respect at least as much as
the men.
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San Diego
Hosts College
Tennis Tournament

USD Toreros Open
Baseball Season

Tennis buffs of all ages are invited to at
tend the 13th annual San Diego Inter
collegiate Invitatinal Tennis tournament,
which will be held February 13th, 14th
and 15 th.
The tournament will be hosted by both
San Diego State and the University of San
Digo. On Thursday the 13, and Friday the
14th, matches will be played at tennis
courts in both schools. However, on
Saturday the 15th, the tournament finals
will be played out on the west courts of
USD.

The USD Toreros opened their 1986
season last week with an 8-8 tie versus
UCSD and an 8-3 victory over Pt. Loma
College.
In the first game at UCSD, the Toreros
led 4-3 entering the seventh inning in a
game marred by pitching ineffectiveness.
UCSD scored five times in the seventh in
ning to grab an 8-4 lead as dusk began to
settle. USD appeared to have started the
season on a sour note as they still trailed
8-4 entering the ninth inning. But after
four walks scored one run and loaded the
bases with two out, Robbie Rogers roped a
double to score all three runners and knot
the score at 8-8 before the rally ended.
UCSD managed a comeback in the bot
tom of the ninth, but could not push a
run across despite three walks and a wild
pitch. Two runners were put out at the
plate in the bottom of the ninth, and the
score remained tied at the end of regula
tion. The game was called on account of
darkness, and the Toreros had squeaked
by with a tie in their opening game. In all,
both pitching staffs had allowed 18 hits
and 21 walks, 12 walks given up by the
Toreros.
In the Torero home opener the follow
ing day, USD jumped out to a 6-0 lead
after two innings and coasted in for the
win from there. Led by the hitting of
Mark Trafton (2-for-4, 2 triples) and
David Jacas (2-for-4, 2-RBI double), the
Toreros recorded their first win. Tom
Sizer pitched very well to notch his first
victory, allowing only six hits and three
runs over seven innings before Tony Battilega finished up.
Play continues this weekend for the
Toreros against tough Fresno State. The
Bulldogs are considered to be one of the
top teams in the state, and will be in town
for three games. The first game is Friday,
Feb. 14th, at 2:00 at the USD Sports
Center, Followed by a doubleheader
Saturday beginning at noon.

by Casey Tibbitts

Participating colleges include:
BYU
PEPPERDINE
LONG BEACH STATE
SAN DIEGO STATE
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
HAWAII
NEVADA, LAS VEGAS
UC IRVINE
USIU
UC SAN DIEGO
CHAPMAN
CAL STATE BAKERSFIELD
CAL POLY SAN LUIS OBISPO
UTAH
REDLANDS
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Hope to see you there!!!

Poopers
Sweep
Arizona
by Joe Lock
Playing in top form, the USD Rugby
team upped it's record to 2 wins and 1 loss
with a two game sweep over ASU and U
of A this past weekend.
On a rainy Saturday afternoon the
Poopers easily defeated the Sun Devils of
Arizona State 24-0! The first half was a
slow sloppy exhibition of rugby play
resulting in only a 6-0 half time lead for
the Poopers. But the second half was a
complete turnaround for USD as they
regrouped and scored at will en route to
the 24-0 victory. The game was never
close.
On Sunday, the University of Arizona
took the field in their clean white jersey's
glistening with pride so common in their
style of play; the Poopers were obviously
not intimidated as they struck twice early
in the first half. Darin Zidel scored on a
quick break from the forwards, and
Johnny "Jaguar" Penrith broke through
the right side for an exciting sixty-yard
score.
The second half saw the Poopers score
again, this time on a John Savino run via
a great defensive effort from Jerry
Schmidt. But that was the last time USD
was on the offense. The final ten minutes
became a last chance attempt by the
Wildcats to score. It was a gallant effort,
but to no avail—the Pooper defense was
just too tough as they held on for a 20-10
victory!

The Torero baseball team got off on the right foot last week with one win and
one tie. Photo by Trish Eamshaw.

The NROTC College Program.
$2,000 Expense Money And
A Navy Officer Commission.
The two-year NROTC College Program offers you two years of expense money
that's worth up to $2,000 plus the challenge of becoming a Navy officer with early
responsibilities and decision-making authority.
During your last two years in college the Navy pays for uniforms, NROTC text
books, and an allowance of $100 a month for up to 20 months. Upon graduation
and completion of requirements, you become a Navy officer, with important
decision-making responsibilities.

For applications or more information contact:
LT. MENDEZ at 260-4811

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.
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Sportstalk
The Play is the Thing
by John Schlegel

Fan involvement has been instrumental throughout the ages, not only in sport,
but in mainstream society. Adolf Hitler used his own crowd psychology to spur on
his fans and the Colosseum crowd helped the emperor out wiht the thumbs-up or
thumbs-down deal.
In our modern, supposedly civilized sports, we have our own kind of fan in
volvement. Especially in the past couple of years, fans have been stepping into the
sports limelight by overstepping the bounds of the term "spectator."
Some cases in point:
• As San Francisco 49er kicker Ray Wersching prepares to launch what could be
the winning field goal against the Denver Broncos, a Denver tan makes a perfect
throw with a snowball right in front of him, distracting the holder and causing a
flubbed FG.
• Down by one point with four seconds left, a UTEP player steps to the line to
shoot a one-and-one. He misses the front end, but, as he shot, a fan from the
home crowd at New Mexico tosses a cup towards him. The UTEP player gets
another chance and sinks two to win the game.
• In the middle of another basketball game, this one between Old Dominion
and Alabama-Birmingham, fans from behind the visiting team's bench start jeer
ing the UAB players. A fight breaks out and spreads onto the floor.
All of these incidents affected the games they occurred in and none of them had
anything to do with the participants themselves. They were instigated by the spec
tators.

One of the most tragic events in recent sports history was the massacre of soccer
fans in the riot in Belgium last year. The game between Liverpool and juventus
came to a 1-1 tie, but that was completely overshadowed by the spectator violence.
The past two weekends, our own little school and our own little basketball con
ference has had its own little fracases. First, Loyola Marymount's fans poured on
to our court and taunted our fans after taking a last-second victory.
Once the rematch came around the next weekend, our fans journeyed up to LA
to get revenge. Was it revenge for the Toreros against the LMU basketball team,
or was it revenge for our fans over their fans? The mob fight that happened before
the game might indicate the latter.
No, I'm not pointing the finger at USD's fans. In fact, this year's basketball team
has received more support with more spirit than any in years past. And Coach
Egan and his team are certainly most appreciative of it.
The point is that the fun in attending a sporting event should be in cheering
your team on, not in putting the other fans down. In the games the past two
weeks, every cheer for "USD" (or another team) was followed by "Sucks!" by the
other side of the gym. Every marginal call was followed by "Bullshit" repeated
several times.
It's great to see people cheering so profusely, but does it have to be offensive as
well?
You get the point. This soap box lecture now ends.

CHARTERS TO EUROPE
(Roundtrip)
$599
Los Angeles to London
$658
Los Angeles to Frankfurt
$838
Los Angeles to Rome
$738
Los Angeles to Madrid
Other cities rates on request
Eurail Youth Pass — 1 mos. $290
Under 26 yrs. of age — 2 mos. $370
USD
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IM Corner

Perry Picks Soccer Winner
For those who were wondering why we
didn't hear from Perry the Prognosticator
last week, it was because our ace scout was
on special assignment. Perry was sent to
Mexico City to learn about the game of
soccer. This week, he tells us all we want
to know (and then some) about the up
coming IM season.
Staff: How was Mexico? Did you learn
all about the world's most popular game?
Perry: I wish I had learned as much
about not drinking the water as I did
about soccer. That's one experience I hope
never to repeat.
Staff: Sorry to hear that, but about the
upcoming intramural season...
Perry: From what 1 hear, some of these
teams would fare pretty well in the upcom
ing World Cup.
Staff: What do you mean?
Perry: Take RG and the Sweet Peas
for instance. Can you imagine Stacy
Money and Maria Maiorana on the same
team. With each of their goals counting
twice, I hope you have some scorekeepers
who are also math majors.
Staff: We can handle it. So Greg
Reiswig's team looks best. Who will pro
vide the most competition?
Perry: I wouldn't say that the defending
champs are necessarily the best. Rumor
has it that the Terminators have added
a couple of excellent female players. They

Rehabs Give Clinic
on Way to Long Beach
The IM department held its first annual
Schick Super Hoops 3 on 3 basketball
championship last Saturday in the USD
gym. In the women's division, Let's
Bump had to do little bumping or for that
matter playing, to secure their first ever
super hoop championship. From all ac
counts it appears they scared all the com
petition away. However, rumor has it they
did dribble their basketballs all the way
from the dorms to pick up their shirts.
Nice going girls!
In the men's division the Rehabs
displayed too much power for 3 on the
Bench and consequently walked off with
a 30-20 win. With Brendon Turney and
Steve Plachette dominating the boards,
and the hot shooting of forward Lionel
Demorst and Bill Jones, there was little
that their otherwise worthy opponents
could do. The Rehabs will join Let's
Bump travel to Cal/State Long Beach on
February 22nd and represent the Univer
sity of San Diego IM department for the
regional competition.
In the consolations bracket The Out
siders subdued The Gunners by a 34-17 ,
margin. Marty Tallman had the hot hand
as he poured in 12 points for the winners.

Seniors!
1

295-0202

No Service Charge
5103 LINDA VISTA ROAD
next to Presidio Garden Center

19

This Saturday:
4 p.m. Senior Mass,
Founders Chapel
4:45 Senior Photo

Senior Reception
in DeSales

may even have a decent team to help
Kirash Dehpahne try to regain their
championship. Also, Marc Thiebach is
putting together a team. His biggest pro
blem appears to be coming up with a team
name. Finding a "real" goal-keeper would
help also.
Staff: Speaking of keepers, I hear that
Tony LaCasto is not returning to the
Terminators this year.
Perry: That's old news. My sources tell
me that LaCasto will be back. New cap
tain Mark Fenick will see to that.
Staff: Alright Perry, time to put you on
the spot. Which team will be this season's
champions?
Perry: The key to that may be the sign
ing of a certain Irish lad. If either
Thiebach's team or the Terminators can
sign him, they would have to be consi
dered the favorite. However, I like a longshot. Ann Caro has a squad capable of
surprising the top teams. Watch out for

Watch Out.
PRESEASON RANKINGS

1. RG and the Sweet Peas
2. Terminators
3. Thiebach's Team
4. Watch Out
5. Sigma Chi
—This just in; Thiebach has a name for
his team—Desperately Seeking a

Goalie.

Swimming in the Rain
by Sharon Stegmuller
The Toreras chalked up another win
after defeating Whittier College last Satur
day by a score of 86-32.
It was rumored that the temperature
outside was in the low 50s, but even that
and rain didn't daunt the swimmers as
they won the 200 Medley relay by more
than four seconds with a time of 2:07.3.
Other notable finishes included Laurie
Birney's first place in the 200 Individual
Medley. She bettered her previous time
from 2:26.85 to 2:24.66. Margie Ligtenberg
and Jan Hollahan placed first and second
in the 50 freestyle, gaining eight more
points for USD. Ligtenberg also placed
first in the 100 free with Laurie Birney
placing second. Rosann Cavallaro placed
first in both the 50 and the 100 breaststroke events with times of 37.0 and
1:18.6, respectively.
Martina Rider also captured two first
place finishes in the backstroke events. In
the 50 backstroke she swam a 31.2 and in
the 100 a 1:09.7.
The last event of the meet, the 200 free
relay, consisting of Martina Rider, Rosann
Cavallaro, Margie Ligtenberg, and an
chored by Trish Puchbauer, nearly
drowned the Whittier team by swimming
a 1:52.12, nearly 17 seconds faster than
the Poets.
The Toreras are looking forward to their
next big meet in Moscow, Idaho on Febru
ary 19-23. Good luck to all the girls in
their events.
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IM Softball—Behind the Scenes
Since mother nature was less than
hospitable last weekend,* attention was
focused on the action taking place off the
field in the world of IM softball. No more
than three hours before the men's cap
tains' meeting, a strange note was received
by the commissioner's office. Signed by
Jim Anthony, it claimed that Brocolli
would be better than ever this year. How
could this be? Hadn't they lost too many
top players? As it turned out, Anthony
had managed to re-sign Steve Cascioppo,
and lure Jim Scott and Mike Pacino out of
semi-retirement. Bad news for Yo Baby
Yo Baby Yo, but a turn of events which
vaults Steamed Brocolli (The Kerns
on Fire) into the #2 spot in the rankings.
Meanwhile #3 ranked NROTC made
an unexpected managerial change. The
switch from Joe Bartel to Chris Rossi is
certainly a gain in stature, but will the
NROTC be able to overcome the loss in
vocal ability? The #4 team, Halloween V
may be the most changed team of all. Greg
Moll replaces Murray Deline on the
mound, a change sure to add punch to the
line-up. On the other hand, opposing hit
ters have to be happy about not having to
face Deline this season. Mike Still,
rumored to be on his way to the minors
(Sigma Pi II), will instead be back at first
base moving Casey Tibbits to the outfield.
The addition of two Taiwanese imports,
Mark Panelli and George Kaelin, although
neither is likely to crack the starting line
up, will add needed depth to the Sigma Pi

Call 'Em as
You See 'Em
Do you spend more time with your softball glove than with your biology book? Is
the sports section the first (and only) part
of the newspaper that you read? Is ESPN
your favorite television channel? Did you
have a small, friendly wager on the Super
Bowl? If you answered yes to any of the
above questions, then the intramural
sports department has a job for you. IM
officials are currently being hired for the
upcoming volleyball, floor hockey, basket
ball, and innertube water polo seasons. A
basic knowledge of the sport is a must, but
no officiating experience is needed. All of
ficials will be trained. The pay rate starts
at $3.75 per hour and the work schedule is
flexible. If you're interested in a fun oncampus job, contact the intra-mural sports
office and sign-up to be an IM official.

team. At Sigma Chi headquarters, the
rumor is that the Sigmisfits may actually
be the stronger of the two Sig teams. Only
time will tell, but for now, it is Alex Lombardo's team that has the #5 ranking.
In the co-rec league, the big question is
will Dave Navarro return to Better Buy
the Case this semester. Inside informa
tion says no, but it is hard to believe
Navarro would retire after a heartbreaking
defeat in last year's championship game.
Other big names are also reported on the
move. Chris Carter has left Cousin
Curley's and is now under contract to
the Free Agents, who are also reportedly
interested in Zeta Tau Alpha's Jim An
thony. Shannon Smith's team was already
hurt by the loss of Debbie Martin who is
ineligible to compete this semester. Even
with these defections, Zeta Tau Alpha
still figures to have a say come playoff time
this season. A smaller question, but one
that is still on the mind of many fans is
can Mike Minney turn the AkPsi
Pleasure Machine into a contender this
season. Yes or no, it will surely not be dif
ficult for him to improve upon the record
of his predecessor.
*In the men's league, captains are
advised to follow their original schedule.
Last Sunday's postponed games will be
made up on Sunday, April 6th. In the corec league, new schedules are not out at
the Sports Center. Captains are advised to
throw out their original schedule and pick
up a revised one.

Free Agent
Meetings
Don't go to arbitration, if you want to
play an IM sport but don't know anyone
who wants to play then come to one of the
IM free agent meetings listed below. The
IM department has organized these
meetings to help put together free agent
teams. All meetings are held at the Sports
Center main office. At these meetings cap
tains are selected and individuals formed
into teams. Captains then represent the
free agent teams at the managers meeting
usually held the following day. So don't sit
out an IM season. Come up, sign up, and
have some fun, playing an IM sport.
MEETING TIMES

Mens and Womens Floor Hockey
Tuesday, February 18 at 5:30 p.m.

Co-Rec Volleyball
Tuesday, February 18 at 5:30 p.m.

Innertube Water Polo
Tuesday, March 18 at 5:30 p.m.

JOHN BELUSHI
DAN AYKROYD
THE BLUES BROTHERS
mutant

R

RFSTRICTIO

by V. Casey Morales
This is an equation that everyone knows,
it's almost as famous as E = MCZ. These
factors are all pieces of the puzzle that
form the IM floor hockey league. This
year's league promises to be even more ex
citing and bigger that last year's. Now is
the time to get involved. Sign up by
Wednesday, February 19th at the captains
meeting (5:30 p.m.) which will be held at
hockey headquarters (A.K.A. Sports
Center). Leagues will be formed and play
on Wednesdays and Thursdays from 4:00
p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Don't miss the puck,
get your 12 buddies and $20.00 together
and sign up so that you are ready to go on
Wednesday, February 26th where
everyone goes out to beat last year's defen
ding champion Trorr Lives!! Hurry and
pick up your team entry form at the
Sports Center now.

A I MM Rs.-XI PICTURE
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Wed. Feb. 19, 9 p.m. SLH

No, that is not the sound of the men
working on the chain gang. It is the sound
IM volleyball players make at the Sports
Center gym during their league games.
Due to an increase in popularity that
sound will be heard again this semester on
Friday afternoons between 3:00 p.m. and
6:00 p.m. The IM departtnent is sponsor
ing two 6-team co-rec leagues that will
begin play on Friday, February 28th
Hurry and get your entries in by the cap
tains' meeting, Wednesday, February 19th
at 6:00 p.m. as these leagues will fill up
fast.
Teams are allowed to have ten players
on their roster and are required to post a
$20.00 entry/forfeit fee. Get your sign-up
form at the Sports Center today and plan
to enjoy fun filled Friday afternoons.

BUD LIGHT

Highlights

INTERCOLLEGIATE
BASEBALL
USD.

UCSD
USD

SWIMMING
Whittier

.32

USD.

.86

61
67

USD.
USD

.60
.59

.70
.48

USF
Santa Clara .

.58
.45

BASKETBALL
Men's
Pcpperdine
Loyola Marymount

Women's
USD
USD

INTRAMURALS
3X3 BASKETBALL
Men's
Rehabs
(Champs)
The Outsiders
(Consolation Bracket)

30

3 on the Bench

.20

34

The Gunners .

.17

Women's
Let's Bump
(Champs)

THIS WEEKS' GAMES

5 on 5 Basketball
Tuesday, February 25 at 5:30 p.m.

Bump-Hit-Smash
IM Volleyball

Hard Hitting, Fast Action
Scoring, IM Floor Hockey

BASEBALL
Feb. 14 vs. Fresno State (2:00 p.m. Home game)
Feb. 15 vs. Fresno State (Noon, Home game, Doubleheader)
Feb. 18 vs. UC Irvine (2:30 p.m. at Irvine)

BASKETBALL
Men's
Feb. 15 vs. St. Mary's College (7:30 p.m. USD Sports Center)
Women's
Feb. 14 vs. USIU (7:30 p.m. at USIU)
Feb. 15 vs. Point Loma College (7:30 p.m. at Point Loma)

